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Murray High Band
For Tuesday Achieves Highest
Rating at Contest

Cal Luther, basketball coach and athletic director at
Murray State University, has refused a position as head
baaltetball coach at the University of Minnesota.
Malcolm Moos, president of the University of Minnesota,
About 120 Murray State
Sunday announced that a search committee hopes to make a
University coeds will make
new recommendation in the next day or two.
another try at house-to-house
Luther, 43, was named-head coach on Friday. Luther said
the appointment fulfilled "a great yen to coach in the Big 13 solocitation for the Calloway
County Easter Seal campaign
Ten.
Tuesday.
In a statement read by Moos, Luther said he could not
The Murray High School Band effect and artistry with which the
Organized by the Women's
accept the job for personal reasons. .
it all together" once again band played made It a pleasure to
"put
Student Government Association,
Luther was chosen to succeed George Hanson, who
Saturday by achieving the listen to;" "The band should be
to
4
from
scheduled
is
project
the
resigned after Minnesota's recent losing season.
highest rating possible at the very proud, it was the best
6 p.m. The canvass was
In 14 years at Murray State, Luther's basketball teams had
Concert Contest at playing band I've heard all
Regional
originally scheduled last Thur12 winning seasons, with 12 first-division finished inthe Ohio
Murray State University, ac- year;" "Congratulations to
weather
inclement
but
sday,
Valley Conference.
Eli 'superior band at any contest, ax
cording to Principa
forced a postponement.
Alexander.
:outstanding job, this is truly
Members of Alpha Kappa Psi
professional business fraternity Each of the four outstanding ifine band."
manned roadblocks at two key judges, Paul Davis, Meade The band will be selling candy
_44CW Age
intersections in the city last County; Gary Rudolph, Tell City, this week to help raise money to
GRAND AWARD WINNERS: These 4th graders from the Murray State University School
Saturday to collect donations Ind.; Howard Niker, Peabody make a trip to Arlington, Texas,
displayed the grand award exhibit, "Drugs and the Garden Spider," Saturday at the fourth annul
from motorists for the Easter University; and Wayne Sheley, where they will perform in
West Kestacky Science Fair at the university. Their teacher, Mrs. Venona Rogers, is at the right.
Seal campaign.
Sight Reading Judge, Murray national competition with some
The students are, left to right, Gaye Gardner, Emily Humphreys, Penny Price, Lynda Jo Johnson
Wilson Gantt, dean of ad- State University,gave the Band a of the best bands in the United
Concert
The
Honor
President's
and Fred Kemp. One other member of the group, Brad Taylor, was ill and unable to participate in the
ment at Murray State University missions and registrar at Murray rating of 1+ an accomplishment
States. The band will leave for
the Murray Stiite University in 1939, joined the faculty of his
fair, width attracted a record number of 250 entries from approximately 60 schools..
State, is heading the county unmatched by any other band in Texas on May 5 and return to
Symphonic
and
Wind SiMiiietig
Alma Mater after holding drive. Dr. Harry M. Sparks, the annual event.
Murray on May 9.
Band under the direction of Prof. positions at Ouachita College,
Murray State president, is the
Paul W. Shahan, will be Arkadelphia, Arkansas; David
state Easter Seal chairman again Director Phil Shelton, who is Murray High competed in
presented tomorrow night, April Lipscomb College, Nashville,
Class AA with Tilghman,
this year.
by Mrs. Nancy Page,led Mayfield, and Hopkinsville.
6, at 8:00 p.m. in the university Indiana
Universit'y, The 48-year-old Kentucky assisted
in
paces
the band through its
auditorium.
A series of foreign film The honored guest conductor Bloomington, Ind.; and the Easter Seal Society for Crippled beautiful style to win highest This was the highest rating wor
He
system.
Inc.,
school
Adults,
and
Mayfield
Children
productions will be shown at will .be pr._ Josiah Darnall,
praise from the judges. Typical by any Murray High Band in the
Murray State
University, nationally known music educator earned the - master of music provides therapies, special comments were: "The musical history of the school.
degree from the American education, hospitalization,
An elementary group biology diet containing one of the drugs- beginning with "Le Bourgeous
graduated 32 years ago from Conservatory of Music and
project won the grand award no-Doz, a tranquilizer prescribed Gentilhonune" (or "The Would- who
recreation, camping and other
Murray State University.
completed his doctor of music services.
Saturday over more than 250 by a physician, -Sevin Dust" set bttentleman"), a hilarious
Dr. Darnall, a native Ken-, education degree at Indiana
entries in the fourth annual West insecticide, and -Quiet World" a seventeenth century comedy by
The campaign in Kentucky will
tuckian, graduate of Tilghman University in 1962.
Kentucky Science Fair at Murray bromide.
extend through Easter Sunday,
Moliere.
and
Paducah,
High School in
educational April 11.
State University.
This play traces an uneducated graduate of the music depart- Active in many
Afterwards, not one of the
organizations, Darnall has
man's attempts through special
served two terms as the presidentExhibited by six 4th grade ,spiders could spin a web strong tutors to master the refinements,
of the Kentucky Music Educators
students in the class of Mrs. enough to hold together, and e. g. ballet, fencing, philosophy,
Vocal entries from Murray
The Junior High Girls EnAssociation and has had many of
Venona Rogers at the Murray three of the spiders died.
necessary to rise to a higher
High School take top honors with semble also made superior
by
his scholorly works published
University School the winning For winning, the group-Brad social class. The production,
seven superior ratings in the rating. This group is made up of
leading publishing houses inexhibit researched the effect of Taylor, the chairrnam, Fred enacted by the renowned French
Three persons, injured in ac- annual Regional Music Festival !ifteen 7th and 8th grade girls.
a
"Read
books:
two
cluding
the
on
drugs
four different
Kemp, Penny Price, Gary theatrical company, La Comedie
:idents, were treated at the held at Murray State University Those participating Saturday
Song" and "Children's Music".
abilities of four garden spiders to Gardner, Emily Humphreys and Francaise, features elaborate
emergency room
of the Saturday, April 3.
include Rebecca Humphreys,
Dr. Darnall will appear as
weave webs.
Lynda Jo Johnson-received a $50 Louis XIV decor and elegant
Calloway
County Four vocal soloists making Cheryl Milam, Renee Taylor,
with the Sym- Murray
conductor
guest
After the spiders had spun their saving bond and a gold medallion costumes.
superior ratings were: Renee Lisa Winters, Nancy Fitch, Jean
ic Band and will conduct Hospital on Friday, Saturday,
W_an at the outset of the project, mounted on a plaque. Mrs. The color film in French with
and Sunday, according to Taylor, Susan Hainsworth, Ray Forsee, Kathy Halford, Marian
Handel's
Frederick
rge
the webs were sprayed with corn Rogers, as the teacher, received English subtitles will be shown on Ross Conrad Williams of 1300
Smith, and Pat Jacks. Jean Holloway, Mona McCuiston,
lhospital officials.
•
'Water Music."
starch and photographed.
Wednesday, April 7 at 7:30 p.m. Olive Street, Murray, was inForsee, Wanda McNabb, Becky Patti Miller, Less Robertson,
a similar award.
by
presented
be
to
works
Other
Smith
Jimmy
Murray
of
Route
car-motorc}cle
a
in
Then each spider was given a
at the University School jured
Hogancamp, Sharon Moore, and Beverly Rogers, Susan Wells,
Three,
age
Symand
Sinfonietta
Wind
sixteen,
was
the
treated
were
Approximately 60 schools
Auditorium. Admission will be collision on Sunday at three p.m.
ancy Spann received the rating and Rita Wilson.
by
"Festivo"
are:
for lacerations of the left leg and
represented among the record $1.00 per person at the door.
at the intersection of North 16th phonic Band
of excellent on vocal solo events.
Members of the Senior High
"Suite elbow on Friday at 3:30 p.m. He
Nelhybel;
Vaclav
number of exhibits in five basic
The series, sponsored by the and the Highway 121 Bypass.
Ensemble were Sarah
Girls'
"Three
Milhaud;
by
was
Francaise"
reported
injured
a
in
chemistry,
categories-biology,
Williams, age 33, sustained a
Romance
of
Department
Cooper, Jennifer Taylor, Becky
physics, mathematics and the Languages and the French Club broken right leg and a broken left Dance Episodes" by Khat• motorcycle accident.
Hogancamp, Susan Hudgins,
chaturian and ''Rahoon". A
Saturday, Bill Ladd of ,1206
earth sciences.
has already planned four films ankle. He was given emergency
Darryell
Moore,
Sharon
and
Clarinet
Solo
for
Street,
Rhapsody
was
16th
South
Murray,
Murraytreatment at the
Paschall, Gail Lyons, Susan.
In additon to capturing the top for the 1971-72 season, two to be Calloway County • Hospital and Band by Alfred Reed, during treated for a hematoma,
Hainsworth, Wanda McNabb
award, the University School shown each semester.
to .then .transferred to Lourdes. which Miss Lynn Armstrong, abrasions of right leg, and a rib
students also won 10 other medals "We are pleased to be able
Mary Winter, Tonya Reeder
major, will ap- injury which he reportedly
clarinet
senior
to
according
Paducah,
Hospital,
Christe Cooper, Nancy Spann,
to finish third in the total number bring this variety to the cultural
soloist.
sustained
the
a
in
as
motorcycycle
pear
activities offered at Murray State hospital officials.
Marsha Corbin
won.
The one-story frame house wa Suzanne Dick,
Hippie girl to hippie boy: "Of
Vehicles involved were a 1961 "The public is cordially invited accident.
University", said Dr. John
and Sheila Harrell. This group
course I love you. What a stupid The top school winner was Ferguson, Chairman of the Chrysler station wagon driven by to attend this third honor concert Sunday at ten p.m. Miss Mary, the Martin's Chapel Road was
sang a madrigal entitled
destroyed by fire early Sunday
question. I love everybody.
Claude Dean Allen of Mayfield to recognize those outstanding Lee
Heath Middle School, West Department
Romance
of
of
I Will Have a Husband"
Brownfield
"Mother,
Murray
Route
assert
and
inspire
who
alumni
Paducah, with 13 major awards, Languages, "and we hope that and a 1970 Yamaha motorcycle
Seven, age seventeen, wae morning.
and received superior on their
The Murray Fire Department
Fellow says he is so unlucky that including seven first place prizes- the residents of Murray, as well driven by Williams, according to lasting,influence uptin the youth treated
for a muscle strain. She
performance.
was called to tl3e scene at 12:30
if he bought an aspirin factory, -four in individual competition's as the students at Murray State, the report filed by the Mutt; of our commonwealth," Shahan was
reported injured in a car
The newly organized Murray
said.
a.m.
1:30
until
contests.
tax.
a.m. and stood bV
they'd repeal the income
Police Department.
and three in the group
will attend."
accident.
High
Madrigal Singers also rated
to protect 2 gas aid oil tanks from
Police said Williams. going
(Continued on Page Seven i
superior. Members of this group
exploding.
A thought provoking letter today
south on North 16th Street, pulled
Ray
The home of Laymon Peeler o participating Saturday were
from the resident on Sycamore
across the Highway 121 Bypass
Pat
Alan
Jacks,
Smith,
reported to be completely
street. Shows you there are two
and collided with the Allen car
Weatherly, Rodney Lowe, Mark
engulfed in flames. The borne is
sides to every question.
going east on the highway.
Tinsley, Phillip Cunningham,
located south of the Martin's
Damage to both the car and the
Chuck Hussung, Mary Winter,
Congratulations to Tom Shirley
Motorcycle were reported on the
More than 500 Future Farmers others, including a number of Chapel United Methodist Church. Wanda McNabb, Gail Lyons,
The'Music Department of the
Mayor Holmes Ellis granted
on earning his CPA status. Murray Woman's Club and the
front ends.
of America, representing 21 West music competitions.
Darryell Paschall, Sharon
Murray now probably has more Symphonic Band of Murray State
Another car and motorcycle Kentucky chapters, are expected The program will open with a permission for the firemen to go
Moore, Susan Hudgins, Becky
Four
.traffic
were
collisions
SIM.
as
town
the
outside
was
318
which
any
at
fire,
than
the
to
CPA's
at Murray State University April general assembly in the ballroom
University will present two investigated by the Murray collision occurred Sunday
Hogancamp, Jennifer Taylor,
p.m. at the intersection of Ne 11.11 6 for the annual Purchase FFA of the Waterfield Student Union city limits.
children's concerts on WedSarah Cooper, and Susan
The fire department was a
Hats off to the Murray High !Sand nesday April 7, at the MSU Police Department on Friday. No 10th and Chestnut Streets. James Federation Day cqutests.
Building at which time the FFA
Hainsworth.
injuries
on
listed
were
reports
the
Sta
Buel
of
home
the
to
called
on winning the highest possible auditorium. The band is under
M. Canup of Mayfield Route F.ve
Winners and winning entries in members will be welcomed to the
All Murray High choral groups
officers.
police
the
by
filed
11.
at
regional
Street,
(rating of one plus in the
was treated for multiple con- 20 competitive classifications will campus by Murray State at 405 South Fifth
the direction of Paul Shanan.
under the direction of Mrs.
are
a
in
involved
Cars
collision
at
contest Saturday.
the
Purchase President Harry M. Sparks and a.m. Stuiday to aid in Red. John Bowker.
The program will also feature 9:34 a.m. were a 1963 Ford four tusions and abrasions at the represent
house.
local
the
of
out
smoke
the
of
emergency
room
Federation at Louisville June 2-4 E. B. Howton, chairman of the
the Clap Hands Charlie Rock door sedan driven by Sadie Viola
Highest rating the band ever Group.
hospital after the accident.
in the state-wide contests.
of
Harrell
Murray
Three
Route
made. Phil Shelton is the man. The first concert will be at 9:30
Involved were a 1966 Plymouth
DRY LEAGUE
Ratings.will be given by a panel
and a 1968 Volkswagen two door
The Murray-Calloway Count
a.m. for the county nchools and owned by Glen Wasson Brandon four door driven by Mrs. James of judges in chapter activity
Phil is criticized from dine to the morning session kin(Bettie Nix) Tucker of Kirksey contests, such as:
HOME ON LEAVE
Drug League will hold a meetin
is a dergartens. The second concert and driven by Carol Mary Route One, and a 1970 Kawasaki °inducting a chapter meeting; Cpl James M. Wilkerson of the at the First Baptist Church o
he
because
time
The Christian Social uoncerns
Brandon
Route
Murray
of
Five.
disciplinarian but few honors are will be at 1:15 p.m. for the city
motorcycle driven bi Canup.
public speaking; impromptu U. S Marine Corps, stationed at Tuesday, April 6, at seven p.m Committee will hold its monthly
were
cars
going
west
Both
on
won through laxity and per- schools and the afternoon session
Police said Mrs. Tucker, going speaking on dairy, beef and Quantico, Va., is visiting his
meeting on Tuesday, April 6, at
Poplar and had stopped for a four
missiveness. We are with Phil kindergartens.
QUOTA CLUB
south on 10th Street, stopped, but, swing; -creed speaking; dark mother, Mrs. Hugh Wallace, Mr.
7:00 p.m. in the Douglas Comway stop. The Harrel car pulled
failed to see the motorcycle going fired and burley tobacco; hay Wallace, and family for ten days. The Quota Club will meet munity Center.
100 per cent.
out and had to stop for another on
Chestnut Street. The motor- crops; corn; hogs, beef and He is a 1968 graduate ot cauoway Tuesday, April 6, at 12 noon at the
up,
the
hit
car.
and
backed
cycle hit the right side of the car, sheep; crop production; dairy County High School and has been Southside Restaurant. Members THE CSCC is open to all
It was Spring yesterday until
according to the police report and livestock
'Continued on Page Seven)
about 3:00 p.m. then Winter
citizens who are concerned with
production; in the Marines for three years. please note change in date.
returned by nightfall.
human beings working together
agricultural mechanics and
for the betterment of all, a
Kentucky: Cloudy and turning
A dead Grackle lying out in the colder through Tuesday. Scat.
NINE CITED
the
skoketiarent said. At
woods. We were not too surprised tered light showers developing
Nine persons were cited by the
Tuesday night meeting, study
since they came over by the tens eastward across the state today,
Murray Police Department on
groups will be formed to deal
of thousands. We half expected to changing to light snow and snow
Saturday, Sunday, and early this
with current community and
see some just fall from the air flurries tonight and ending form
miming. They were three for
individual needs and hopes.
while in flight. The odds would the west Tuesday. Highs today in
speeding, three for public
In a recent reorganizational
point to this. We figured that the mid 405 west to the low 60s
drunkenness, one for unmeeting, Dr. Joe N. Prince was
would
among the thousands some
necessary noise, one for reckless
east. Lows tonight in the 30s.
selected as chairman for the
be sick, or hurt or struck with the Highs
driving,and one for driving while
Tuesday in the 40s.
coming year Loyd Arnold will
plagues of age.
intoxicated.
serve as vice chairman. Any
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
persons interested in working
A Yellow Shafted Flicker Kentucky: Extended weather
SISTERS ACCEPTED
with this group may call either of
yesterday drumming away on the outlook, Wednesday through
these men or simply attend the
, Barbara Jones and Linda
stop
would
top of a birdhouse. He
Friday:
Tuesday meeting.
Jones, both of Murray, havebeen
every now and then and give out Showers ending Tuesday night.
accepted as pledges of Kappa
BILLFOLD GONE
Pith his maniacal cry which cu Fair with warming trend WedDelta social sorority at Murray
through the morning stillness.
nesday and Thursday. Lows
Lee Carr of 812 Main Street
State University. Barbara is a
Left to right—Miss Kathy Stubblefield, senator of the 4-H Club reported the loss of his billfold
upper 20s and low 30s, climbing
freshman art major and Linda is
A they Wren scurrying around Into the upper 30s and low 40s
Left to right-4-H Club Unit champions were'
a freshman
majoring in Fashion Show, Mrs. A. H. Scull, Mrs. Carves Paschall—arrangers :ontaining important papers,
looking ridiculously small besick Friday. Highs rising from the Alexander-Mix and Match; Becky Scull-Formal: Melvin
sociology. Both are the daughters of the Fashion Show-,and presenters of the awards, and Edwin according to the report filed with
the Mocking Bird who was low and middle 50s Wednesday Play Clothes; Janet [limey-First Dress; Jill l'alwc11-16:-. and of Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Jones Jennings representing the Murray Sewing Center with gifts for the Murray Police Department at
each unit champion.
singing his heart out nearby.
Blouse; and Debra Tacker-Skirt.
into the upper 601 Friday..
of 213 N. 13th St
12 • 45 p m Satticlay
——
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & tuns FILE

Deaths reported are William H. Cleaver of Dexter, age 75, and
Mrs. Cora Wilson, age 88.
Tommy Lassiter, Hemp W. Brooks,and Charles Eldridge of the
Murray College High FFA were speech winners at the SubDistrict FFA night held at South Marshall High School.
Calloway County has the lowest infant death rate of any county
in the state with the exception of tiny Robertson County, ac.
cording to a release by the State Department of Health.
Murray State teams beat St. Louis in baseball and Middlt
Tennessee in track.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry I. Sledd are the guests of their daughter
Mrs, Max Olson and Mr.Olson of Indianapolis,Ind.
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wedding anniversary

Years pass swiftly for Grimaldis
BY ROBERT MCSEL
MONACO UPII A husband and wife who say the
first 15 years of marriage
have passed so swiftly they
don't plan anything special
to mark the anniversary
are practically giving a definition of true love
and
RANIER
PRINCE
Princess Grace of Monaco
wont quarrel with this inAnyone who
terpretation
has seen them together in
their little principality nestled in a curve of the Mediterranean has an idea of
the depth of their feelings
for each other and their
three children
"Well, it isn't really very
long is it?" the prince said
in his °Mee, well aware he
was not speaking for
husbands

all

Friends said later there
probably would be a small
anniversary dinner in the
princely ,palace with Caroline, 14, Albert, 12, and
Stephanie, 6, and perhaps
other members of the Gilmaldi family
interGrace,
Princess
viewed separately in her
sitting room, also claimed
to have been surprised by
that
she
time—surprised
was over 40, surprised that
it IS 15 years since the
tumultuous marriage day
of April 19, 1956.

tiful American film star
and a handsome European
prince
An Oscar winner and
one of the loveliest actresses of her time, Grace Kelly.
as she was, came to the
Riviera in 1955 to pose for
a layout for a French magazine and it was here that
the editor introduced her
to Prince Rainier. It turned
out to be exactly the right
moment.
"We were both re
rd
inycess
to
get married." the pa
said, although it was not

"ALL YOU REPORTERS
who covered the wedding
should have been given bat'

until months later that they
decided to get married to
each other.

tle ribbons," she said, recalling the throngs jamming the principality in the
wake of the tremendous
publicity aroused by the romantic coupling of a beau-

SHE HAS in her son and
heir. Albert, who will be
the half-American ruler of
Monaco some day, an uncommonly attractive young
man with her blond color-

ing Caroline and Stephanie
have the darker Mediterranean quality of the Grimaldis. Albert was at school,
but there was a reminder
in the room of his love of
sports. A large brass telescope set on a stand for
had
purposes
decorative
been aimed at the playing
field of the stadium far
below the palace.
wishes
Rainier
Prince
the children could remain
at home longer than they

By
UP

tumn for an entrance exto a Roman
amination
Catholic convent school

family is close in everything But she wants to go.
And they'll give her just
the right dose of disci-

"It will be ternble when
she leaves." she said "Our

pirne."

will since they must be educated abroad eventually.
He wasn't happy about the
fact Caroline is already
being bought adult clothes.
"They grow up too soon,"
he complained.
Princess Grace said it
had been decided not to
send Albert away this year,
but to give him a couple
more years in Monaco.
However, she will take Caroline to England in the au-

GRACE and RAINIER

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

W. M. Bill I Daugherty, age 84, died April 3 at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. Tom Wyatt of Murray.
N. C. and St. L. engine No. 406 is pictured pulling the last
passenger train through Murray on April 3. Pictured with the
engine are J. L. Perry, Luther Cole, W. H. Hodges, W. R. Haynes.
0. L. Wallace, E. C. Mathis, C. L. McPeake,and W. H. Logen.
Rupert Parks, Ted J. Bagiett, and Alfred I. Clark, all of
Murray, are now in training at Lackland Air Froce Base, Texas.
Mrs. Tom Venable was hostess for the meeting of the Cora
Graves Circle of the College Presbyterian Church.
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Bible Thoughtfor Today
give
Jesus said, Whosoever drinketh of the water that I shall
shall be
him shall never thirst; but the water that I shall give him
in him a well of water springing up into everlasting life.—John
4:14.
lives
The blessings which Christ offers not only enrich our own
but also make us a genuine blessing to others.

Isn't It The Truth
Riblet Jr.

Man is distinguished from the other animals by
more than appearance, intelligence, speech and
imagination. Animals don't worry about money.

"Life is short and so is money."
—Dertolt Brecht
in "The Three Penny Opera"

MONEY MATTERS

Electronic quote
‘
unveiled
system
By CARL PLAIN
Copley News Service

were imperative it the OTC
market were to earn greater
public confidence
NASDAQ. seven years in the
making, is the associations
ansker
Initially. between 2,400 and
2.500 of the more actively
traded over-the-counter issues

, It is not quite, as some enjhusiasts suggest, an electronic
'hock market. But it is a long
/
move in that direction.
NASDAQ, a new quotation
lystem, has the potential of
'drastically changing over-theNASDA(
counter trading It makk-s are carried by the
system. Tied into the Con
:timely quotations in many
tirssues instan11.‘„ available to hecticut complex that include
are
,•ainarket -makers. retailers. two Univac 1108 computers
service
of
types
or
levels
three
and
ves
egistered representati
They are:
"their customers
1,evel'Ill'service is provides
; Quietly introduced during
weeks.
NASDAQ at 600-_plus locations to mori
:tecent
tha,
(pronounced Nasdak stands than 450 brokerage firms
make markets in OTC stocks
'Nip! National Association of
Terminals that display data or
:foetaarities Dealers Automated
TV-like screens enable the
:Quotatiqns. It is a $2.3 million
market maker to enter his
.nomputerldi. network whose
asked
and
current bid
:lieart beats ONTrumbull, Conn
quotations on issues innd whose veikssand arterao
ventoried by the firm. As each
an the nation NN
rnagket maker changes his
tha'.
We don't expe
quotations on a stock, the iner4PIASDAQ will provide
'.:right miracles in the industry . - formation is fed into the
hn H. Hodges Jr Otrector if -,Trumbull center. Within five
seconds. the quote change will
*ASDAQ. cautionet- Rut he
appear on all Level 414
.eXpressed belief that the
Level II screens across tile
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Man Injured

Billions for pensions

When Cycle,
Car Collide

But only handful of workers collect, senators say
THE PROBLEM involves "vesting"—
WASHINGTON (UPI): Only a fracthe provision in a pension plan which
tion of U. S. workers who leave their
jobs before reaching retirement age can
gives an employe a non-forfeitable right
expect to collect anything from the bilshare in the pension fund which
to
lions of dollars invested in pension
him if he ends his employment
covers
plans intheir behalf, a survey by a Senretirement age.
reaching
before
ate Labor subcommittee indicates.
. Fifty-one of the 87 pension plans
The study of 87 pension plans in exsurveyed required 11 years or more of
istence since 1950 which covered 9.8
employment before workers were "vestmillion workers who left work early
ed.' Of those plans, 92 per cent of the
showed that only about 1 million of
6.9 mion workers who left employthem ever will receive a pension.
mentfore retirement age since 1950
THE SURVEY was made public by
received nothing.
Sen. Harrison A. Williams Jr. ID.. N. J.(,
Thirty-six of the plans required 10
the subcommittee chairman, and Sen. _ years or less for vesting; but 73 per
Jacob K. Javits IR., N. Y.), its ranking
cent of the 2.9 million workers who left
Republican member. Javits said it indiearly lost their pension rights.
a
is
cates the private pension system
guarto
Javits' bill provides that a' worker
failure. He said a law is needed
with six years of service in a company
antee workers at least a portion of their
would be guaranteed 10 per cent of his
pension if they quit or are fired before
earned pension rights and 10 per cent
reaching retirement age.
more each year. tic would have to work
"As things now stand," Javits said,
15 years to be assured 100 per cent of
estimated
the
of
"only a relative handful
his pension.
workers
American
tens,of millions of
will
ever
plans
pension
under private
This would be enormously expensive
get anything from the plans on which
since pension plans are usually funded
they now stake their futures,"
on the assumption that a large percentage
of the work force will never draw
of
assets
Private pension plans have
them. Presumably if Javits' bill
from
S.
the
U.
what
$130 billion, about half of
enacted, employers would be
were
enThey
year.
government spends in a
to give smaller wage increases in
forced
growing
are
and
roll 30 million workers
pour more into pension funds.
to
order
year.
a
billion
$10
at the rate of

MAYFIELD, Ky., April 3—A
21-year-old Mayfield man was ,
undergoing surgery at Lourdes
Hospital in Paducah late Satur
day for injuries he received..
earlier in the night in a car- ;
motorcycle accident in Mayfield.
Jim Channel!, Mayfield Rt. 5,
was reported in satisfactory '
condition shortly before going
into surgery for a compound
fracture of the left leg.
He received the injury in a
730 p.m. accident near the in. .
tersection of 6th Street and s
Backusburg Road when his
motorcycle was struck by a car..
Mayfield. police said a car
driven by J. L. Green, 48, Kirksey Rt. 1, was traveiing south
on 6th Street and was preparing
to turn left onto the Backusburg
Road.
As Green made the left tarn
according to police, the ca)
struck the Channell's cyclt
which was moving north on (Itt
Street.

A PROUD PAPA AT 68—A father for the first time at 68,
Si. Strom Thurmond. R-S.C., visits his new daughter
at a hospital in Greenwood. S.C. The 7-pound. 11-ounce
girl was born to Thurmond' 24-year-old wife Nancy.; a
former "Miss South Carolina.- The senator's first wife
died of cancer in 1960_ They were childless.

Al•V14.11&( COMM& Li
,
ACM

Paducah Community College.
neral Home where funeral arIn addition to his parents, he rangements were incomplete
is survived by two brothers, late Saturday.
Milton Ray Grief, Nashville and o-Mark Grief, Paducah Rt. 5;
three sisters, Marilyn Grief,
Dolores Grief and Wanda Grief,
all at home arid a grandmother,
Mrs. Minnie Grief, Paducah Rt.
5.
The accident occured on an
BENTON, Ku., April 3 — One
'The body is at Lindsey Fus-curve of the highway, alperson was lcilled and two other
though it was not immediately
The Almanac
persons were seriously injured
clear late Saturday in which
By United Press International
lane the collision occured.
in a owo-car, head-on collision
Today is Monday. April 5, the
Several ambulances were rewhich occured about 820 p.m.
year - old McCracken 95th day of 1971.
19
A
traffic
and
scene,
the
quired at
The moon is between its first
Saturday on U.S. 641, about
along the main route between County youth was killed Satur- quarter and full phase.
ur
three miles south of here.
tied
Benton and Murray was
day night when his motorcycle
The morning stars are Venus,
The dead man was identified
for more than an hour.
collided with a small foreign Mars and Jupiter.
New
57,
Martis,
as William Ovie
car near the intersection of
The evening stars are MercuBaltimore, Mich., wig) was proThompson and Park Avenues.
ry and Saturn.
Those born on this day are
nounced dead at the scene by RAT INVASION
The victim was identified by
MULHOUSE, France UPI Ias Warren Paul under the sign of Aries.
Marshall County Coroner Jess
poT7ce
city
A roadside fire between Metz
American Negro educator
Mrs.
Collier.
and Sarrebourg drove hundreds ! Grief, son of Mr. and
T. Washington was born
Booker
Collier said Martis died of ex- of rats onto the highway
Leonatd Grief, Rt. 5 Contest
April 5, 1856.
cominjuries.
John's
St.
the
Sunday. Motorists on Easter Road, near
tensive internal
On this day in history:
Seriously injured in the mis- holidays complained they could , munity.
In 1614 Pocahontas, daughter
i
He was pronounced dead on of Indian Chief Powhatan, was
ha'p was Richard McClure, 27, barely see the road because of
smoke and scurrying rats.
arrival at Lourdes Hospital married to English colonist
Louisville,'and his wife, Cheryl
shortly after the 6:55 p.m. ac- John Rolfe in Virginia.
McClure, 26. Both were reand Ethel
(ident by Coroner John Barker, In 1951 .Julius
ported in fair condition at West- CONCORDE TEST
Rosenberg of New Yqrk City
extento
death
attributed
British.
Pawho
(UPI)—The
in
LONDON
Hospital
ern Baptist
were sentenced to death as
assembledsupersonic airliner sive chest and internal injuries."
ducah late Saturday night.
spies" for Russia..
"atoll%
prototype Concorde 002 is back
Police said the Grief youth
The husband was reported to
In 1964 Gen. Douglas. Maethe air after being grounded was traveling north on Thompin
Arthur died at the age of-'114.0
be suffering from injuries to the
for two months.
In 1968 major American citiZi
son Avenue, and, according to
hip, chest and head while the
conlost
apparently
hit by violent riots in the
were
witnesses,
by
piloted
infor
treated
aircraft,
being
The
wife was
shortly before aftermath of the assassination
juries to the hip and head, tie- British Aircraft Corp. Chief trol of the cycle
Test Pilot Brian Trubahaw. hitting the left front section of of Negro leader Martin Luther
cording to hospital aut
King Jr.
made a two-hour flight over thi
the car driven by Everett Clay
North Sea Saturday, reaching is Thomason, 54, 2503 Tennessee
A thought for today: ,Booker
maximum altitude of 48.00'
prompt execution tor their
St.
T. Washington said, "No lee
feet.
customers •'
Thomason told police he was shall prosper till it learns at
Yet, ever) transaction
south on the same there is as much dignity in
traveling
For 44 minutes the aircraft
between professionals must
had almost come to tilling a field as in writing a
and
street
speed
supersonic
at
flown
conbe
was
'llast.
the
now, as in
stop when the col- poem."
complete
a
hour
per
miles
summated by a telephone more than 1,120
lision occurred.
conversation
It was the start of a new serim
The impact knocked Oriel off HICKEL HONORED
Ivel I serval) is made of flights aimed.'at structural .
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (UPI(—
cycle and he landed near
available through more than testing and checking the air! the
center of the four - lane The Ripon Society's Man Of
the
terminals
desk-top
small
3.5.000
intake system.
Thompson A venu e, about 20 The Year is former Interior
used in brokerage offices, coast
feet from the Park Avenue in- Secretary Walter J. Hinkel, who
to coast. by registered
tersection.
was dumped from his federal CHILD MURDER TRIAL —
repeesentatives and their NAME 478 HORSES
Police said no charges are cabinet post by President Alice Crimmins, 31, leaves
eustort rs These terminals,
ton
UP11—Arling
texpected to be filed against Nixon.
cowl in New York during
provai 1 to Ultronics Systems Park Racing Director Peter
"Thomason in connection with
ply select ii
her ,0Tin
a
poll
selected
was
Hickel
,
Electronics
antlin
Si
,
Corp
Kosiba announced Friday that a the accident.
,.of
of the readers of the Ripo lind trod ti the
Inc • an Bunker-Ramo Cdrp.: total of 478 two-year olds have
Ai member of St. John's Forum, the independent Repub- la imo childliatiThe first
, now carry a representative ben nominated for the renewal' Catholic Church, the youth was
lican organization's monthly ii i,al v.., thi owti rd.it (TT
or median -- bid and asked
of the Arlington-Washington a 1970 graduate of, St. Mary's
before he left the grouilds if llegal :a lieri
price on each of the 2,400 to
High School and was attending magazine,
Futirity on Aug. 14.
thou& ol
poms •
2*.500 NASDAQ securities
Nixon administration.
4
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Sports Parade

Squires Top East Takes West
Nets Sunday All-Star Game

In

By MILTON RICHMAN
point to come over and spend By United Press International
UPI Sports Writer
some time with me after
Charlie Scott and Zelmo
rare off days and finished with
By GENE CADDES
By FRED DOWN
YORK (UPI)—For Scheffing Shire me the news. I
NEW
first day's schedule.
lasting
some
leaving
are
Beaty
box.
in
the
points, hitting only 2 of 15
presidential
seven
o
(UPI)—Tw
DAYTON, Ohio
UPI Sports Writer
A sellout crowd of more than myself I'm not too worried think Ed was a little envious. I impressions in
first
their
The Reds, hosting the Atlanta
the floor.
from
of
giants"
green
over
"jolly
the
of
get
The major league baseball
I'll
Washingat
expected
42,000 is
because I imagine
think he wished it had been him American Baksetball Associafalling,"
the 1971 basketball season, "They just weren't
season'opens today with a 40- Braves in the National League's ton when Vida Blue, a 21-year it but I am concerned about the who was traded."
game.
the
after
playoffs.
tion
said
in
opener"
Carr
"advance
traditional
e
Jacksonvill
Antis Gilmore of
year old veteran of Vietnam
old left-hander with blazing way the whole thing has upset
Scott, a 6-foot-6 rookie guard, and Jim McDaniels of Western
The West, with a much more
Ron Swoboda and Ed Kranefilling in for President Nixon in Cincinnati, will be without speed, faces Dick bosman, a 16- this particular little old lady.
the
dazzled
and
points
attack, blunced back
29
scored
balanced
regulars
Tolan
Bob
Lee
May,
a
in
partners
their
pool
are
business
combined
her
Kentucky,
three
and
Washington, D.C.,
game winner for the Senators They've traded away
some
with
Nets
early five-point first
York
New
of
,
an
all
and
Dave
Concepcion
in
from
Dugout
the
The
called
give
talents Saturday to
spare parts subbing for key
last season. Blue was brought favorite ballplayer—Ron Swo- restaurant
with
sidelined
are
is fancy dribbling Sunday to spark East a 106-104 victory over the half deficit and after taking the
venture
The
N.Y.
Amityville,
regulars of the National League whom
and
pitched
season
last
late
boda.
have up
both and after the Virginia Squires to a 114-108 West in the ninth annual lead, 21-20, with 10:03 to go,
Champion Reds in Cincinnati. injuries. The Reds also
a no-hitter and a one-hitter in
Not that the deal came as a a new one for
third
from
Perez
Tony
held a slight margin the rest of
switched
months in it victory in the second game of College All-Star game.
six
his
first
Master Sgt. Daniel L. Pitzer,
September.
complete shock to her because
their best-of-seven playoff se- McDaniels, an amazing shoo- the half.
a former prisoner in Vietnam, to first base in an effort to The Athletics are rated it was fairly common know- Swoboda said:
With McDaniels and Gilmore
ter for a big man, zipped in 12
will represent President Nixon pack their lineup with as Much behind the Minnesota Twins ledge that the outspoken 26- "I'm beginning to see the ries.
Crolina
North
former
The
for 10 points in the
as
power
possible.
combining
Labor
coin.
the
most
of
side
other
field,
3f 17 from the
as year-old outfielder's future with
Angels
California
and
in the traditional "presidential
star was at his best in the coming from the 20-foot range, first 1:56 of the second ball, th(
The Los Angeles Dodgers,
opener" between tile Oakland
contenders in the Al West. The the New York Mets was isn't always right and,manageclutch as he scored eight points and wound up with 29 points to East quickly tied the score at
to win the
Athletics and Washington Sena- picked by many
Senators, who acquired Denny practically all used up after he ment isn't always wrong."
the last two and one-half top the East. Gilmore hit 10 of 56-56 and from then on there
in
Western
League's
National
Idea
Long-Time
tors. Defense Secretary Melvin
McLain and Curt Flood in sounded off about Manager Gil
minutes to sew up the Squires'
title opener against the
was never more than a fourR. Liard and the children of Division
winter trades, are considered a Hodges and a couple of his John McHale, the Expos' second straight victory over the 17, all from in close, and
in a
in
Houston
Astros
Houston
point spread.
the
Fanning,
Jim
also
president,
He
points.
24
with
finished
held
still
East,
Al
Americans
five
"mystery club," in the
coaches last summer.
Nets.
rounds out the
Down 92-90, the East tied it
had 20 rebounds.
prisoner in Vietnam also will be night game that
which, of course, is ruled by
Still this lady took it a bit general manager, and Gene
Beaty, a 6-foot-9 center who
with 47 seconds remaining on a
the world champion Baltimore hard when the Mets wrapped Mauch, the manager, consi- jumped to the ABA this season Notre Dame's Austin Carr,
State's
of getting
the second leading scorer in the corner jumper by Ohio
Orioles.
up Ron Swoboda and dispatched dered the idea
when
scored 32 points
NBA,
the
and
from
Cleamons,
and
Jim
time
37
some
for
a
with
Swoboda
season
nation this
Gary Nolan, 18-7 in 1970, has him to the Montreal Expos with
to
five
rebounds
15
with
and
grabbed
fouled
was
McDaniels
him
about
talked
point average, had one of his
been selected to pitch the Reds' all their good wishes Wednes- when McHale
pace the Utah Stars to a 113-101
to go an calmly sank
he
seconds
ago
weeks
few
a
to
me
outfielder
who
an
Niekro,
Phil
Hahn,
opener against
day for Don
triumph over the Texas Chap- Opening Day Probable Pitchers both free throws, it appeared
had a 23-13 record in 1969 and a relatively few people have ever asked me what I thought.
parals. It was Utah's third By United Press International the East was home free.
if
and
you,
help
he'll
think
12-18 mark in 1970 for the heard of, and Dick Hacker, a "I
(Last Year's Won-Lost Re- But Utah's Mike Newlin, who
victory in a row over Texas.
also
I
Mets,
the
with
he
stays
even
for
shortstop,
subbing
is
Perez
minor league
Braves.
cords
Beaty controlling the
With
clubhouse. Allin put his second
I
led the West with 18 points,
them,"
By JACK WILKINSON
help
he'll
think
May at first, Hal McRae for less have.
hitting
Monday
successfully
and
boards
has
dribbled the length of the floor
"He
McHale.
GREENSBORO, N. C. (UPI) shot on the fringe of the green, Tolan in center, rookie Frank
answered
Sorry to Hear It
American League
after taking the inbounds pass
—Brian "Bud" Allin knew he about 32 feet from the hole, and Duffy for Concepcion at short "I'm sorry to hear it, very more power than anyone on from outside with his jump
and, while off balance, swished
was going to win. There were, canned it for a birdie. Funseth and Woody Woodward for Perez sorry," said the little lady when your club, he's exciting and the shot, the Stars jumped to an Oakland Blue 2-0) at Wa
lead and held it all the ington ( Bosman 16-12).
early
me. in from just short of the
can
also
he
But
in his mind, no maybe's about and Eichelberger parted and at third.
him.
like
fans
she heard of the trade. "Let's
golf had a new hero.
— way. Texas battled to within a (Only game scheduled(
free throw line to tie the game
it.
sometimes
headache
a
be
the
for
out
largest
51,726,
turns
of
all
crowd
this
hope
... A
National League
at 94-94 as the clock ran out.
And when he got his chance, Pete Brown wound up one ever to attend a baseball game best but I don't think -he's so who isn't ? —and if I were you point with 8:06 left in the game.
connected on Kansas City Drag° 9-15) at
the
Stars
but
him
McDaniels opened the overget
to
chance
a
he quickly ended the Greater shot back at 276 when he fired in Cincinnati, will see the happy about it."
had
and
•
for the right price, I would." eight consecutive free throws to California (Wright 22-12), night. time with a free throw, his
Greensboro Open and sent most a 69 despite bogeys at 16 and opener in Cincinnati's Riverinsists he is.
Swoboda
Ron
Milwaukee ( Pattin 14-12) at final point of the game, giving
my mind lock up the contest.
of the pros heading South for 17. At 277 were Terry Dill and front Stadium.
"It's a great psychological There is no doubt in
playoff action, Louie Minnesota (Perry 24-12).
other
In
Expos
the East a 95-94 edge. After
the
help
will
this week's Masters, which Miller Barber and still another
Swoboda
Bill Singer, who compiled an relief not to have that barrier
many of them had been tuning stroke back were Tony Jacklin, -8-5 record including a no-hitterT in front of me anymore," says despite the fact he batted .23,3 Dampier scored 28 points to • Cleveland (Hargan 11-3) at Jim Irving of St. Louis
Al Geiberger and Bob Charles.
University and Georgia Tech's
last season and pace the Kentucky Colonels to Detroit (Lolich 14-19).
up for anyway.
after recovering from hepatitits, Swoboda, off to a fine start for the Mets
•Allin won't be joining them at 9'm still on cloud nine," last season, will be on the' already with Montreal. "I may had only 9 homers and 40 RBIS. 120-110 victory over the Flori- New York (Bahnsen 14-11) at Rich Yunkus twice traded
baskets, Cleamons hit a driving
Augusta, however. He'll be beamed Allin, a boyish, freckl- mound for the Dodgers against be platooned here but I know As far as his leaving the dians. Kentucky now leads 2-0 Boston (Culp 17-144.
(Only games scheduled).
layup and Carr iced it with a
playing instead in the Magnolia ed-faced 26-year-old rookie pro Larry Dierker, who was 16-12 I'll have more of an opportunity Mets, all I can say is Ron Hunt in the best-of-seven series.
National League
Dampier sank the Floridians
three-point play.
Mrs. Joan
Classic at Hattiesburg, Miss., a from Santa Barbara, Calif.
last season after being a 20- to play. That's the only thing I also did one day and
McDaniels, who' has signed a
satellite tournametn. Before started off telling myself today game winner in 1969. The want. It's really the only thing Payson, the owner, liked him a with his long range shooting, Montreal (Morton 18-11) at
18-12).
million-dollar or more Contract
Sunday he had done little to I was going to win. I wasn't Dodgers are favored to win the I wanted over there."
great deal. In that same connecting onfour three-point New York (Seaver
merit an invitation to the thinking about finishing second" NL's Western Division Title this Over there is with the Mets, connection ask Frank Lane field goal attempts. Teammate Philadelphia (Short 9-16) at with the Carolina Cougars oi
the ABA even though he was
Masirs. From the looks of his or ihird—I just went out there year primarily because of the a ball club for whom the beefy, sometime how tougis it was for Dan Issel chipped in 'with 26 Pittsburgh (Ellis 13-10).
as the duo offset a 35- St. Louis (Gibson 23-7) at drafted by Utah of the same
performance at Greensboro, to make birdies and pars and acquisition of slugger Richie sometimes long-ball
hitting him to deal Eddie Robinson, a points
Mrs. point effort by the Floridians' Chicago (Jenkins 22-16).
league, was voted the "Star of
though, he should be in the
Allen from the St. Louis Swoboda put in six full seasons great personal favorite ,of
San Francisco ( Marichal 12- Stars" and received a trophy.
Mack Calvin.
Which is precisely what he
owner
late
the
Comiskey,
thick of the fight for the prized
Grace
Cardinals.
and with whom he enjoyed the
10) at San Diego (Phoebus 5-51,
Each of the players on both
green coat for many years tc did, with one bogey mixed in
kind of fan adulation few others of the White Sox.
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MOODY
at
green
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night.
CEVERT TAKES LEAD
missed
he
when
received luggage, as did
teams
to
like
you'd
maybe
come.
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did.
Seaver
Germany Los Angeles (Osteen 16-14) at both coaches, A. D. "Dutch"
HONG KONG (UPD—Orville this side of Tom
HOCKEN HEI M
lady"
old
"little
this
Displaying sensational putting No. 16. But he had just got
who
know
Harker Heights, Tex., "I don't feel any remorse
of Houston (Wilson 11-61, night.
Lonborg of the East and Vadal
took Swoboda's depar- UPI) — Francois Cevert
and ignoring the odds—no one through sinking a 100-foot chip Moody of
par 68 Sunday over what's happened," Swo- is that .
-under
in
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two
the
a
taken
14
shot
has
parred
had
and
15
France
at
shot
Peterson of the West.
had ever won this tournament
hard.
so
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be
to
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MT. HOOD MEADOWS, Ore
the Hong Kong Open boda says.
the European Formula Two
The victory was the third in a
fM
after shooting a four-over par though hitting into a fairway t° win
two traded. Wouldn't it be silly of She is my mother.
by
Tournament
winning the (UPI(—Eric Poulsen of Squa row for the East and gives
ip,
championsh
though,
it
about
_75 on the first round—he fought trap. His five-foot birdie at 17 Golf
worry
Don't
and Lindy Coch them a 6-3 edge in the annual
over Haruo Yasuda of me now if I said I was sorry to
tell opening Jim Clark Memorial Valley, Calif.
into contention and barged into put him at nine under, but strokes
the club? I think the only Ma. Ron Swoboda says to
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a
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Vt. won th series, sponsored by the Nationfinished
Richmond,
of
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m
Moody
Hockenhei
were
r
Japan.
at
Eichelberge
and
race
a sudden death playoff with Funseth
you he feels -very good" about
men's and women's titles in th al Association of Basketball
under par, for the 72- guy who really cared about me
Graham Hill of England.
fret
shouldn't
you
Rod Funseth and,Daye.,Eichel- still on the course at 10 and so 266, 14
and
deal
the
for the victory anyway was Kranepool. He
Cevert, in a Teen°, took the Far West l(ridahar Slabo Coaches.
berger when they stumbled on was Brown for a time. But hole tournament
at all
round of 63 by gives a damn a ut what about him
final
a
despite
and
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and
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heat in 4329.0 minutes for over the weekend.
first
bogeyed
Brown
their closing holes.
_-happened to me. e made a
•
Yasuda.
the 20 laps on the 4,2-mile
All three wound up the 72 fell back.
course and was third in the
holes with a nine-under-par 275 Funseth missed the green at
past
heat. Hill was third in
feet
15
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and
second
16
did
as
69,
—Mlin had a
the first heat and won the
Eichelberger, and Funseth a 71. coming back and had to settle
second heat in 43:39.9 in his
They headed for the first tee for a bogey. That made him
to
up
all
was
It
Lotus. Cevert won the overall
under.
nine
moments
and
playoff
for a
the
forced
he
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on the basis of quicker
to
and
r
back
trudged
title
Eichelberge
they
IS MORE THAN
later,
JUST A WORD
HAMPTON, Ga.(UPI i—lt"s There were less than 30 miles out a couple of times. I think at times.
•
playoff when he drove the trees
WITH US
the 500-mile race and
on 18 and missed a 15-footer to no wonder that A. J. Foyt left in
Richard
another
or
time
,one
thinks he "might let somebody Foyt had about a two-second slipped just_ alittle ,bit, too.
! IGNIS NEW CHAMP
also go nine under.
over Petty, dtiving a 1971
Allin, who had set the else drive at Indianapolis" lead
one of only two ."Anytime you can win with, ROME UPI)--Ignis of Varese
Plymouth,
his
attention
he
focuses
while
tournament on its ear when he
Italian
cars in the race. these Southern boys, you'vel won its third consecutive
factory-backed
came in from Friday's rain- on the Southern Stock Car
Sunday
ip
championsh
basketball
that
stop
pit
a
Foyt made
beaten the best in the world.r by beating Sitnmenihal of.Milan,
soaked.round with nine birdies, Racing Circuit.
Foyt, a visitor from the U.S. lasted 11 seconds. Petty stayed They'll really Jean On you.:
earned a healthy paycheck of
18
the
behind
8.7 seconds, giving the they'll race you wheel to 65-57,
$38,000 for his first victory—he Auto Club, won the Atlanta 500 only
of Mexican
performance
point
siight
a
racer
N.C.
siteel."
had never been closer than 15th Sunday, beating Southern super- Randleman,
'Manuel Raga.
star Richard Petty by 1.8 lead.
before.
k
nd-ree
neck-a
were
.two
The
thet
finished
Petty
and
Foyt
seconds.
That win delivered $19,200 to until Foyt passed Pett ir: .a race at least one lap 'ahead Of
Foyt, and brings to $86,350 the turn on the 313th lap of the .t28- each of the other 38 cars at
started the race.
amount he has won, in the four lap race.
Nascar races he's entered this "Both cars were runtang
'It
quite •fast,,", Foyt said
Pete Hamilton of Dedham,
season.
Foyt said has 1969 Mercury, seemed like Richard could ,:et Mass., in a 1971 Plymouth,
prepared by the Woods Broth- into !the corners a littic 4),•ter placed third: David Pearson of
off Spartanburg, S.C., in a 1970
ers of Stuart, Va., "ran than I could, and I COUlli
beautiful all day. And my pit a little faster. It's just kulda Ford was fourth, and Bobby
one of them gambles. %Mien I Isaac of Catawba, N.C., was
crew did one hell of a job."
But it was his pit crew that dtd get by him, I got in the' fifth, yi a 1971 Dodge.
Nliosisi,s, I IIf
Wednesaay,' April 5, April 6, April
. ,•
nearly got him into trouble, corner very hard. I alric,$) spun
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A. J. Foyt Concentrating On
Southern Stock Car Circuit -

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.
We Specialize In Your Needs

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

,

COMPLETE
JANI-TORIAL SERVICE
Phone 753-9161.

753-8119

Sharp white snapped up
with color appeals ,to the
Sir Walter Raleigh in him
Couldn't care less about
crafts`monship, tiro) support,
proper growing room; But
then these ore for Mother.

the daiidy look,junior grade

FM GOWEN EGG as
sossn on TV, givssn with •och pair of
RED GOOSE SHOES

STORE
FAMILY SHOE
Glenn C. Wooden, Owner

510 Main St.
Murray, Ky.

OPEN FRIDAY TILL 8 P.M.

COATS

Motto Says Bulls Will Join
Bucs, Bullets And Knicks
By United Press International
The Milwaukee Hues and the
Baltimore Bullets joined the
New York Knickerbockers in
the semifinals of the National
Basketball Association's championship playoffs Sunday, and
Coach Dick Motta di _ the
Chicago Bulls insists his 'tFam
will be the fourth member of
the group.
The Bucks overpowered San
Francisco, 136-86, to win their
first round playoff series four
games to one, .and Baltimore
defeated Philadelphia. 128-120,
to take- their &eries four games
to three.
(hicago evened its series
with Los Angeles at three
games apiece by defeating the
takers. 113-99. The two teams
will meet in Los 'Angeles
Tuesday night to decide the
series.
Baltimore will begin semifinal play Tuesday night against
New York, which last week
downed Atlanta four games to
me to win its opening round
whoa. Milwaukee will play the
wiring& .of the Chicaifoo-Los
Angeles series
Motta. whose team has
it let back from a 241 deficit

in the series, said after with 13'points.
his The Bullets broke their game
that
Sunday's victory
players were so charoed up open in the second quarter
emotionally that he could not when they outscored the 76ers,
the 43-22. Earl Monroe and Fred
losing
them
envision
seventh game.
Carter each scored 10 points in
"Our players are so fired up the second quarter for the
now; if they're denied, 111 be Bullets, but it was the shooting
surprised," said Motta "Our of Jack Mann that was most
club has a great deal of pride responsible for the Baltimore
and they want this very badly.' triumph. Mann scored a career
The Bulls had to come from high 33 points to pace the
behind again Sunday to force a bullets' balanced attack.
seventh game. They trailed by
Archie Clark scored 37 points
11 points early in the game but
ind
Billy Cunninghani added 30
turned the contest in their
spark the 76ers, but
o
favor in the third period by
Philadelphia got very little help
outscoring the takers 21-4
during one stretch.
SECURITY PROPOSALS
all five
„ Chicago placed
with
figures,
starters in double
( UPI i—Sen.
WASHINGTON
Bob Weiss leading the was with
James 0. Eastland. D-Miss.,
25 points. Jerry Sloan chipped
today introduced a wide-ranging
in with 23 points and Ii())) Love
Internal Security Act and five
had 2L Gail Goodrich led Los
sther.,bills he said were needed
Angeles with 25 points
to bolster the nation's
urgently
any
hart]'
Milwaukee had
laws.
security
internal
trouble at all in whippira; the
The six-bill package has`been
Wirriors. The Bucks hit fon 59
designed to "restore efficacy
per cent of their shots in the
and
enforceability" to the 1950
st
the
first half and led, 69-3:,
Security Act and plug
Internal
intermission Jon M,i,locklin
loopholes suggested by various
?s•
points
with
paced 'the Bucks
Supreme Court- decisions. Easi
and Lew Alcindor had t Ron
Hand said
Williams led San f

s

Ladies'
or Men's

Long or Short

TRY OUR
STA-DRI
WATER
REPELLENT
week long

Shirt
Special
Laundered to Perfection

Zip Lining, Slack Suits, Suede and Fur ['rim, Formal

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

El

DRIVE-UP
WINDOW
Open Daily from 7 a m 6 P.m

3

III/

nangers with any

'drs f leaning Order.
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Edmonds-Scott Vows To Be Read

Murray Secretaries
Guests Of NSA
Murray secretaries interested
in becoming charter members
04 a new chapter of the National Secretaries Association,
International, were guests of the
Paducah-Kentucky Lake Chapter at a coffee-dessert onentation meeting in Murray at 7
p.m. March 29.
Mrs Hazel Finley, chapter
president-elect and chairman of
the new chapter procurement
committee, welcomed the guests
and recognized the members of
the host chapter, Ms. Virginia
Jarvis, Lavone Pease, CPS, Betty Green, Jo Grisham, Barbara
Ashbrook, Genevieve Warren,
Arayce Ballard, Musie Naive,
Betty Lester, Carolyn Reed,
Dorothy Brown, Carol Rushing,
Opal Shelton, Azalea Golightly,
Louise McKinney, Joyce Scott,
Isabel Boston, CPS, and a guest,
Mr. Butch Naive.
Mrs. Finley introduced the
chapter president, Mrs: Virginia
Jarvis, who spoke on "The
World of NSA," delini ng the
functions and activities of NSA
and pointing out that in promoting the profession of secretaryship, the international organization has a membership of 28,000.
She explained the structure
from the chapter level through
international organization with
headquarters in Kansas City.
Mrs. Jarvis introduced Miss
Isabel Boston, CPS, who ex
piamed to the prospective members the program of "Secretary
of the Year" and "Boss of the
Year." Miss Boston also spoke
on the Institute for Certifying
Secretaries and the agonies and
ecstasies of obtaining the rating
of certified professional secretary. She stated that there are
now 5,053 secretaries who have
successfully completed the program. with 415 achieving the certification in 1970.
Mrs. Musie Naive, membership committee chairman, spoke
on the qualifications for the different types of membership. She
advised that as many as 12 interested secretaries were required to charter a chapter and
stressed that membership is a
privilege, but also carries a responsibility to contribute to the
making of a strong chapter.
Mrs. Finley conducted a question and answer session in which
there was participation by the

Check pockets
before washing
By Abiciag _Van &wen
DEAR ABBY My buisand never empties his pockets
when be changes, and as a result of his negligence. I have
ruined two of Ms watches and destroyed important papers
that were hi his wallet and ended up in my washer.
He aanwitikwld always look thru the pockets befort
putting anything in the machine. I say, he should have
enough common sense to take care of his personal belongings, and if he is so careless and stupid as to leave things
in his pockets, it's not my fault. Who is correct?
—JUST WONDERING

;aft

DEAR JUST: Not you. Lady.
DEAR ABBY: Five months ago, when we got married I
was already pregnant, but we were in love and the term
"have to" never entered our minds. We are both 20. My
parents have never let us live it down. We had a beautiful
church wedding, but my parents would not let us send out
formal invitations or wedding announcements because they
didn't want the date of our wedding advertised knowing a
baby would be born before nine months had passed.
I am only two months from delivery now, and my mother has decided that we shouldn't send out any birth announcements either
Abby. my husband and I are very happy over the birth •
•of our first child and don't see why we can't proudly tell
the
world about our baby when it comes. All my mother cares
about is saving her face. She thinks it will reflect on
her
and Dad if the world knows their daughter was pregnant
when she got married I would like your opinion.
—PROUD AND HAPPY
DEAR PROUD: While 1 can understand your pride
and
happiness, 1 can also understand your mother's reluctance
to -advertise" the fact that you were with child
when you
were married.
However, the baby is yours to advertise as yoo wish,
and the sending ot birth announcements is
your
decision—net your mother's.

•

DEAR ABBY I am a freshman at college and this
is
my first experience at being away from home.
I wonder if parents realize how much their
children look
forward to mail from home? I am lucky
because my parents write to me faithfully. Some parents
haven't even
----wriKoi their children once since
September! I only wish I
could send parents a picture of their child's
face when he
sees an empty mailbox.
I know most parents are busy, but if
they would just sit
down and write a letter every few weeks,
or even a postcard. it would give the away-from-lxime
college student the
Lift be needs
—KAREN
DEAR KAREN: Are you putting me on?
1 bear from
parents constasUy complataing that their away-from
-home
kids never write, the parents finally
have to call Meg distance to find out If the kids are sick or
well. Illprima your
letter, Karen; perhaps it will provide
the stimulus both
parents and kids need to keep each other
happy.
DEAR ABBY: These days any couple
who celebrates
fifty years of marriage deserve a
medal with 'a combat
ribbon'
My parents recently celebrated their
golden wedding
anniversary, and they received one of the
cleverest gifts
imaginabk. It was a gold-plated 1921 silver
dollar, suspended on a W. W. I medal, attached to
a combat ribbon It was
ceremoniously presented to them in a
velvet-lined box by
their daughter, who was a three
-time loser.
—LAGUNA BEACH
What's your problem? You'll feel
better you get It off
year theft. Writ, to ABBY. Box 0700,
Ins Angeles, Cal.
9600.,re, • persoual‘ reply enclose
stamped, addressed
envelops.

Miss Deena P. Edmonds
Mr. and Mrs. Billy T. Edmonds of 502 Meadow Lane, Murray,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Deena P., to James Pat Scott, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James R. Scott of Murray Route One.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. John L
Parker and Mr.and Mrs. Buel T. Edmonds,all of Murray.
Grandparents of the groom-elect are Mr.and Mrs. Deus Boyd of
Murray and Mrs. Cora Scott of Murray Route One and the late
James Russell Scott.
Miss Edmonds will be a senior at Murray High School this fall.
Mr.Scott is a 1969 graduate of Calloway County High School. He is
employed as co-owner of Rants and Scott Clean-Up Shop in
Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 26, at seventhirty in the evening at the Salem Missionary Baptist Church,
located 11,4.2 miles north of Lynn Grove. Rev. Beane, pastor of
Salem, will perform the ceremony.
Only out of town invitations are being sent and all friends and
relatives are invited to the weNting and reception.

TBI_RTHSj

Mr. and Mrs. William L. Call,
A baby girl Teresa Lynn,
1622 Olive Street, Murray, are the
weighing eight pounds twelve
parents of a baby boy, Jeffrey
ounces, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Loyd: weighing six pounds 82
Bobby Odom of Benton Route
ounces, born on Tuesday:. March
Five on Thursday. April 1, at 2:15
30, at 10:50 a.m. at the Murray.,
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Calloway County Hospital.
Hospital.
The new father is the electronic
They have one son, Bobby
technician with the physics and
Dale, age six. The father is
shemistry department of Murray
employed at the Murray Division
State University.
of the Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mr and Mrs.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Kendal Leigh is the name chosen
Loyd Call of Hickman and Mr.
Clyde
Odom of Benton Route by Mr. and Mrs. Ted Birdsong of
and Mrs. Harvey Gill of Hayti,
Five and Mr. and Mrs Robert Cadiz Route Three for their baby
Mo. Mrs. A. D. Call of Hickman
Harrison of Hardin Route One. girl, weighing nine pounds 542
is a great grandmother.
ounce, born on Wednesday,
March 31, at 8:49 p.m. at the
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Graves
County
Murray-Calloway
Brittain of Murray Route Four
Mr. and Mrs. Danny McKay Hospital.
announce the birth of a baby boy, Paschall of Murray Route Hour
The new father is employed
Lonnie Graves, Jr.. weighing ten are the parents of a baby boy,
with Trigg Knit Company, Cadiz.
pounds 3L2 ounces, born on James McKay., weighing eight
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Wednesday, March 31, at 4:59 pounds tçci ounces, born on
Boyce Birdsong of Cadiz Route
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway ThursdaApriI 1, at 6:31 a.m. at
Tow and Mr. and Mrs. Lucian
County Hospital.
the M
ay-Callovfay County Kennedy of Caiiiz Route One.
They have one daughter, Anna liospit
Gret grandparents are Mr. and
Louise, age six. The father is
Mrs. Arthur Birdsond and
employed with the Murray The new father is self empoyed
Mr. and Mrs. E. 13. Kennedy, all
Division of the Tappan Comany. as a farmer.
of Cadiz Route Three. Greaeat
Grandparents are
Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Calhoun, all of
Mrs. William R. Brittain of New Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Cadiz Route Three. Great great
Buster
Paschall
of
Murray
Route
Concord and Mr. and Mrs.
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
George Elkins of Benton Route Four and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Jesse Birdsong of Murray.
Howland of Murray.
Five.

FBIRTHS4

par Abby's new asishiet,
"What Tests-Agers Want se
ILstor.' amid VI So Abby, Itos WM, Los
Angeles. Cal. moss.
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EASTER
SPECIAL
One 8x10 and 12
BMW Photographs
CHOICE OF 4 PROOFS

Stuffing nor% chops? Add
diced raw apple to a. seasoned stoffing of cooked
white rice, brown rice,
wheat pilaf or hominy grits.

Love's
Studio
503 Poplar
Murray, Ky.
.41••• 4111111.

Sunday
brunch
rates
theSe yummy scrambled
eggs. Combine eight eggs,
one-half cup milk and onefourth teaspoon salt; beat
just till mixed. Scramble in
one-fourth cup butter or
margarine until almost set.
Stir in one package (three
ounces) cream chees‘ cut
in small pieces; continue
cooking until eggs are set
and cheese melted. Heat
one can (15 ounces) tomato
sauce with tomato bits;
sera* over eggs. Makes
four to six servings.

How much mess?
If you order a "chicken
burger" it must be 100 per
cent chicken according to
U. S. Department of Agriculture standards. Chili
Con Carne must have at
least 40 per cent meat.
Chicken Chop Suey must
centain at least four per
cent chicken. Your corned
beef hash must contain at
least 35 per cent beef—and
not more than 15 per ceot
fat.

Calcium sources
Calcium is needed for
building and maintaining
healthy bones and teeth,
and for giving strength to
our framework at all ages.
It also plays an important
role in the clotting of blood
and the regulation of heart
muscle action. An outstanding source of calcium is the
milk group of foods—all
kinds of milks, ice creams,
cheeses. And don't forget
the calcium you get from
leafy green vegetables-kale. spinach, mustard, turnip, and collard greens

* TUESDAY .

SWEET HOME
<>&AGAIN,

*

•SHRIMP NIGHT
WEDNESDAY CATFISH NIGHT

She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood business and civic leaders.

Adams

Call Linda
Phone 753-2378
Myrtle Mae Grogan
7CA-1365
-

Hove one, take two...
either way you'll
moke a fashion splash.
Chunky little heel,
rounded toe ... little
\\\\ thcharmersth
d
ffaIrwalk,
run,
vesce
their way into spring,
hove everything
going for them!
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, "Home of All
; You Can Eat"
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For

A kick off coffee for workers in
The Flint Baptist Church WMS
the Cancer Crusade Drive will be
held at the Holiday Inn at tea will meet at the church at 7:30
a.m. All workers, whether pitt
contacted or not, are urged to
The Faxon Mothers Club will
attend.
meet at the school at 1:30 p.m.

STRAPPER

NIGHT
'2.25
Enjoy these .Speci Is, plus Young Pirates under 6
eating Free Perch'or Cat ish. Pirates 612, 50' charge %
for perch or catfish.
r •

::,

NE
ducer
mince
years,

Chapter M of the P.E.O. The Annie Armstrong Group of
Sisterhood will meet at 7:30 p.m. the First Baptist Church WMS
at the Murray State University will meet at the Baptist Student
Library office of Miss Ann Union Center at 7:30 p.m.
Herron. Rev. Henry McKenzie
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
will be the speaker
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet
The Executive Council of the at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church WMS
will meet at the church at seven The First United Methodist
p.m.
Church WSCS will meet at the
church at ten a.m. with the
The Licensed Practical Nurses executive board to meet at 9:15
Association will meet in the art)
conference room of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital at 7:30 The Goshen United Methodist
p.m. with Dr. Prue Kelly as Church WSCS will meet at the
speaker.
church at seven p.m.
The Meyleona Frost Circle of
The Delta Department of the
the WSCS of the First United
Methodist Church will meet at Murray Woman's Club will meet
the home of Mrs. C. C. Lowry,707 at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
Elm Street, at 9:30 a.m. Mem Misses Ruby Simpson and
Frances Sexton, Mesdames J
bers note change in date.
Matt Sparkman, J. D. Rayburn.
Harry Sparks, Stanford Andrus.
Tuesday. April 6
and Garnett Jones as hostesses.
The First District PTA Conferelice will be held at Calvert The
Kappa Department of the
City Elementary School at 6:30 Murray
Woman's Club will meet
pin. Almo, Austin, Carter,
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
Kirksey, Murray High, and
Mesdames John Baker, Billy
Robertson Schools are local PTA Dale Outland,
Charles D.
units.
Outland, and E. D. Roberts as
hostesses.
Murray High School FHA will
have its twelfth annual style
Wednesday, April 7
show,"Sew Your Own Thing", at
The Cherry Corner Baptist
the high school auditorium at
Church WMS will meet at the
seven p.m.
church at 7:30 p.m.

* THURSDAY . . .PLATTER

hostess can help you
over the anxiety of getting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.

By
UPI

•

Ship Ahoy Maties ... gather all
hands on deck and cast off for
the greatest bargains on the seven seas!

etiONIE-A

Monday, April 5
The New Concord Parents Club
The Executive Board of the will meet at the school at seven
Murray Woman's Club will meet p.m
at the club house at 11:30 a.m.
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
The Lottie Moon Group of the the First Presbyterian Church
First Baptist Church WMS will will meet at the home of Mrs.
meet at the home of Mrs. Allen Herbert Brooks at 1:30 p.m.
McCoy at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs.
Group I of the First Christian
Glen Hodges as cohostess.
Church CWF will meet with Mrs.
The Kathleen Jones Group of Henry Holton at ten a.m. Mrs.
the First Baptist Church WMS Jim Hart will be in charge of the
program and worship.
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Graves Sledd at 7:15 p.m. with
Miss Hazel Tarry as program Group II of the First Christian
Church CWF will /met at the
leader
home of Mrs. Tellus McDougal at
United two p.m. with Mrs. Rubye
Coldwater
The
Methodist Church WSCS is Roberts as cohostess. Mrs.
scheduled to meet at the church Wayne Sheeks will have the
program.
at 730 p.m.

SWINGY,
ZINGY
...THE LITTLE

To Great
Week-Night SpeciOls

ONLY

Teenagers & Adults
1.00 Extra

Brunch dish

WELCOME ;

Babies and Children
Under 12 Only

Reg. 114.00

lotiowing Murray women: Ms.
Patsy R. Dyer, Anita Dill, Anita
I. Thomas, Sandra Rogers, Linia Farley, Patricia Dalton, Sue
Wicker, Wanda Henden, Faye
Wells, Edna V a ugh n, Melva
Hatcher, Anna Ruth Harris, Ann
Thompson, Delma Trotter, Sandra Adams, Essie Bailey, Mary
Alice Trotter, Vonnie Shelton,
Doris Rowland, Neva Gray Allbritten, LaJ eann a Chapman,
Carol Sims, Linda Roach,
Juanita C,ohoon, Juletta Christopher, Carolyn Sexton and
Helen Spann.

'..\%,..\\%\NN\\‘‘\N%\\NNN\%,..

Special stuffing

ANNUAL
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Murray, Ky.
Glenn C Wooden, Owner
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Broadway

LgoKing For the Iii5ht

By JACK GA VER
UPI Drama Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) — Producer Harold Prince, a vastly
iuccesattil fellow for many
years, is going for it.
"It" is the long-run record
tor Broadway musicals. He
has "Fiddler on the Roof'.
•.taking dead aim at the- title.
The title currently is held
by "Hello, Dolly!," which
3u8ted "My Fa Lady" last
ieptember and went on. to
-egister 2,847 performances
oy the end of last year when
it cashed in.
"Fiddler on the .Roof" —
• :an you remember as tar back
as Sept. 22, 1964, when it
• arrived? — whizzed,. past tht
"My
Fair
Lady
mark
of 2,718 performances with
its matinee on March 31.
The target date now is July
23. Reached, "Fiddler" will
have broken the "Dolly" record by playing 2,847 performances. And don't bet that it
won't be around for its
seventh birthday on Sept. 22,
1971.
Of course, it has been a
• few seasons since "Fiddler"
" was selling out every performance and reigning as the top
weekly grosser of Broadway
shows. But it still is a profitable entry, and producer
Prince doesn't figure he's going
to have to keep it going at the
Broadway Theattr as a redink proposition simply fo, the
sake of hanging on long
. enough to set a record.
Prince may be a Broadway
producer, and thus susceptible
to public skeptisicm about the
sanity of this breed, but he is
smart enough to know that
you can't bank red ink and
records. In fact, he is so
allergic to red ink that he
' won t watch color television
for fear of being reminded of
•• this offensive tint.
, Soon, they are going to
• have to create new countries
for "Fiddler" to play. The
atlas is running out. The
show has been presented so far
in 25 foreign nations. It isn't
, record-making time that con,
' cerns Prince, it is the lack dT
s' space "to put his "Fiddler."
Speaking of space, there is
still the moon.
* *
It happens two or three
times, maybe more, every season.
A big production, usually
a musical, involving an investment little short of a king's
ransom, bearing major names
in the production and taleni
ends, begins a break-in tour
on the road and never makes
it to a Broadway premiere.
The latest such is the musical "Prettybetle." Producer,
Alexander H. Cohen: director,
Gower Champion; star, Angela
Lansbury. They don't come
any bigger. Cohen folded it
in Boston because it wasn't
right, and it didn't seem it
could be repaired to the point
where it would be worth risking a New York opening.
*5*

Easter CARd
You'll find it in our selection of
tut/teleaNZ
All Cards Are
Discounted to
Save You Money!

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS
9-9 Mon-Sat
1-6 Sunday

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone: 753-8304

Mello-Mist
HAIR SPRAY
99' Value
SAV-RITE'S

cins For

LOW PRICE

9

LOVING CARE
CLAIROL

T011
HOME PERMANENT

Chantilly
Spray
3.00 $
88
VALUE

/

Reg. - *per - Gentle

BRUSH
ROLLERS

'2.29 SAV-RITE'S LOW PRICE
Value

Med.-Large-Jumbo-Bouffant

The Long Wharf Theater
if New Haven, Conn., has the
listinction of being the only
United States company to be
invited to participate in the
prestigeous Edinburgh International Festival in Scotland
next September.
It will present two productions in Edinburgh. They are
successful, playwright Robert
,Anderson's new two-part work.
"Solitaire/Double Solitaire,"
and that fine old George S.
Kaufman-Moss Hart comedy,
"You Can't Take It With
You."

Hospital Report

Solid Chocolate
April 1, 1971
ADULTS 92 ,
NURSERY

EASTER RABBIT

8

NEWBORN ADMISSION

By

Baby Boy Paschall (Mrs. Jeanne
Lynn Paschall(, Rt. 4, Murray,
Baby Girl Odom Mrs. Linda Kay
Benton.
5,
Odom), Rt.

All Colors to Choose From.
• t.
One Size Fits All
119 Value
SAV-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

PRELL LIQUID

SHAMPOO
1.15 Value
SAV-RITE'S

BRACHS

LOW PRICE

DISMISSALS
John Otis Wilson, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Judith Ann
Jackson, Rt. 4 Box 253, Murray,
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Stark, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Ruth Morgan
Moffett, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs
Mary Elizabeth Like, Box 6,
Hazel. M. V. Boggess, Rt. 2.
, Murray, Rollie Wicker expired ),
Rt. 1, Hazel.

Compare Total Easter
Sayings at Say-Rite!

i`

9+110.

st.
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Retired Teacher
Dies Sunday
At Hospital

Quotes 6 Year Old

Woman Expires

Mrs. Ruth J. Paschall of Route Jones, both of Hazel, and John L. al
(Continued from rage 1)
Puryear, Tenn, passed Jones of Murray; five granite)
Three,
acfront.
the
car in
Mrs. Mary Ray Stark, age 96, Brandon
at nine p.m. at the :hildren; two great grandoiZ
Friday
away
CO
to the police report. No
died suddenly this morning at rding
daughter, Mrs.
: mage was reported to the home of her
8:20 at the Puryear Nursing
She was 71 Mrs. Paschall was a member ant)
Paschall.
D.
Henry
Internatimal
car
Brandon
Press
Harrell car, but the
J. O. Compton, sr.., of Murray By United
Home.
be North Fork Baptist Church
age.
of
years
was damaged on the front
Route Three, a retired college TENNANT, Calif.-Six-foot, She was the widow of
funeral services were heist •
William
;there
to
married
was
deceased
The
bumper.
*Eicher, died Sunday at six p.m. six-inch Army inductee Robert A. Stark who died August 30,
at two p.m. with Revoili
1951.
who
1917
Amday
in
Paschall
D.
James
response
his
vehicles
explaining
a.m.
Friday at 10:28
at the Murray -Calloway County Barter,
She
was
in
and Rev. A. D.
born
Turner
Kentucky
on
July
born
3111y
was
She
1951.
in
died
to
offer
the Army's
involved in a collision at Poplar
Hospital. He was 81 years of age to
.5
February
24,
officiating.
1875,
was
and
the
Tenn.,
County,
Henry
in
tfaden
1899,
at the Warren Seed 11,
and his death followed an ex- discharge him because he daughter of the late T. J. Ray and Street
and her parents were the late Burial was in the Pasch)1
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"I
Chevrolet
shoe:
17
size
1969
a
wears
were
Company
tended illness.
Martha E. Hurt Ray.
with
two ton owned by David Owen John Jones and. Lovella ,Moore 3ementery
Compton taught at Murray the offer a long time-about Mrs. Stark resided at 503 E
trrangements by the McEveria
•
accepted."
-and
Patrickl-Jones
Cyrus
by
driven
seconds
four
and
in
College
1936-37,
State Teachers
Street, Murray, but had been at
Survivors are her daughter, ;'uneral Home, of Paris, Tenl$Dre
of Boaz Route Two, and a
and at out of state colleges for
the Puryear Nursing Home; Owen
Paschall, two sons, LoulPN.
Mrs.
William
-1964 Ford four door driven by
CALLOWAY WOMEN
forty-two years. He served as a WASHINGTON
of the however she was able to visit Ginath Owen of 508 Broad Street, Paschall of Route Three, The women of the Calloway,
First Lieutenant with the U. S. Schwartz, director
with
family
and
friends
before
Puryear, Tenn., and Elisha D. County Country Club will ha! ,(1,
Murray.
Tom Smith of Calloway County High School won first place in
Army in World War I. He was American Trial Lawyers Asso- her death.
Police said Owen was backing Paschall of Chicago, Ill; two their regular session of bridge
the senior high biological individual category in the Western
born January 29, 1890,in ciation, defending a proposed Survivors are two
daughters,
Mrs. Jewel Dunn of Wednesday at nine a.m.
Kentucky Regional Science Fair.
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their
about
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driveway
Company
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Route Three. He was a deacon of PORTLAND, Ore. - Guy chill Funeral Home is in
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The Houston-McDevitt Clinic,
the Long Oak Primitive Baptist Stout, a 70-year-old Oregonian of the arrangements.
Tom Smith,son of Mr. and Mrs. msece collection and posters.
Continued from Page 1)
who had his wedding ceremony
Inc., parking lot was the scene of
Church.
John Smith of Almo, was first Miss Kathy Crowell, daughter
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D.
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by
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of
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Building ballroom, while the Watkins, Smysonia; Thorn*
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Mich.;
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State
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Building.
Determine the Tolerance Limit Calloway County High School.
Second highest was Benton Churchill Funeral Home with which was parked in the parking
of the Max Churchill Funeral
James Maddox, Hardinsburg, department.
with 11 medals-six Rev. Jerrel White officiating.
School
Median of the Golden Shiner, Another entrant from the
High
space on the lot.
Home with Bro. Arlie Larimer
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Groups: First in elemetary
12
In 1958 some citizens of Bowling Green, Kentucky, were,saying, "the people of our city
biology, Brad Taylor, chairman;
first in elementary physics,
are going to Tennessee to buy their, liquor and beer, we need to keep all that money at home,
Elizabeth Milikan, chairman;
think also of the income it will bring to our city treasury, and the boost to our economy.
first in elementary mathematics,
Heather Kodman, chairman;
What are the facts? Seven years after the city of Bowling Green, Kentucky voted wet the city
second in elementary chemistry,
was
considered in a serious financial plight and a 1 per cent occupational tax was imposed on
in
second
chairman;
Moore,
Ben
every person's salary earned within the city.
elementary physics, Michael
Pittman, chairman, and third in
elementary biology, Emily
Today there are 108 licensed liquor and beer outlets providing a total revenue of only $44,000
Hun?phreys, chairman.
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Can you find the Volkswagen hidden in this picture?

47I

car.

up.
go 6S.
nomilison&

(you con, you'll make us very
sad.
Because weite.troubled ourselves no end to hide it from
you.
Our quest for the invisible
Volkswagen took us all the way
to Turin, Italy.. ,
Where we asked the famous
Ghia Studios to design us a
sporty Italian body.
They did.
Their drawings clutched tightly in hand, we secretly prowled
about Europe for the best coach
builder we could find.
Success. To the Karmann
Coachworks of Osnabruck we
, handed over Ghia's ketches
with the inju-Knien:

"Make it beautiful." Or else.)
They did.
They welded. And burnished.
And sculpted. And sanded. Argl
painted.
Until they hod shaped in steel
what,Gbia had shaped in pencil.
Smug in the knowledge that
nobody could ever mistake this
beautiful or for a Volkswagen,
we made it a Volkswagen.
By conce.oJitge.our air-cooled
enVe in back. (For better traction.)
,And making it go obout 26
miles on just one gallon.
Then we gave this .Volkswogen its final disguise:
We domed it the Korman!,
Chic.

Carroll Volkswagen, Inc.
800 Chestnut St

Murray, Ky.

1101.10 .

from license fees. A 1 per cent occupational tax is imposed on all salaries earned in the city.
- Bowling Green a city of 28,338 has a police force of 47 compared to 38 for Ashland with a
population of 31,283. +
(Ashland, Kerftiicky is a second class city, is.dry, and has no payroll tax)

Robertson Elementary
Craig Anthony
ladividauls.
Klein first in elementary
physics; Mary Ann King first in
Groups: First in elementary,
biology, Terry .Keith Smith).
chairman, and second in the
same classification, Allen White
Pool, chairman.
me awarcti were presented aui
a ceremony in the auditoriwn of
the Nursing Building at the end of
the dav-lono fair. Gold. silver
and bronze medallions were
presented to the first, second and
third place winners.
Making the presentations were
Dr. Hunter Hancock, chairman of the Murray: State
Department of Biology; Dr. W.
E. Blackburn, dean of the School
of Arts and Sciences; Dr. James
M. Kline, chairman of the
Department of Physics and Dr. pl
G. Carman, professor ol
mathematics.
Serving as general chairman
for the second consecutive year
was Dr. William F. Smith, an
assistant professor of physics at
the university.
,The fair is sponsored jointly by
the First District Education
Association and the School of
Arts and Sciences at Murray
State
TWO SHARE CUP
HARROW, England UPI)Two city councilmen who tied
in a speaking contest decided to
share the trophy-so they had
the two-foot high silver plated
cup cut down the middle Theo
they learned the cup was
supposed to be presented to
them at the next club meeting.
So they struck it back together
with cellophane tape. But when
the men, Brendon Haigh, 28,
and Nick Watson, 26, tried to
separate it after the official
presentation, it would not come
two
apart. Finally, after
minutes of tugging in front of
the surprised audience. it split
In two

(Taken from FBI Uniform Crime Report, Aug. 27, Iwo
COMPARE THESE FAC'eg-ALSO !
A.
Ashland
Murder
0
Forcible Rape •
4
Robbery
15
Aggravated Assault
148
Burglary, Breaking & Entering
138
Lqrceny, Theft of $50
265
Larceny, Theft under $50
41
Auto Theft
+(Franklin Special Election News—August 21,
—1970, Franklin, Ky.)

Bowling t. r on
4
. .

3
16
134
253
336
354
120

The Paducah Story

From the 1970 Annual Report of the Paducah Police Department the following statistics
reveal'some facts.relatied to alcohol control and liquor sold by licensed outlets:
164 arrests
Liquor option law violations
arrests
1208
drunkenness
Public
arrests
485
Driving while intoxicated
by
McCracken
County officials. The 1970 U S
Notice that these figures do not includeltrrests
Census figures show Paducah's population changed from 34,479 in 1960 to 31,100 in 1970.
A Murray Story
On March 19 a local paper carried a two weeks report of the Murray City Court which revealed
22 persons fined- in court. Ten of these were charged and fined for intoxication or drunkenness and 4 of the 10 were listed as driving while intoxicated. Multiply this two weeks period by
twenty-six and it might give some idea of our f:tresent condition. We don't need more liquor.

Is I.iquor the Solution to Economic Ills?

Is this the kind of

Progress and Prosperity we want for Murray?

VOTE DRY—VOTE NO

THINK

Tuesday, April 20, 1971
Vote For Murray, Not against it!. VOTE NO

(MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY DRY LEAGUE)
(PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT)
•

I
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BLAME Tilt MISSUS
ABERYSTWYTH,
Wales
UPII—Dr. John Ablett today
told a British Medical Association conference that when a
doctor diagnosed tetanus in a
patient suffering uncontrollable
spasms, he was rushed to a
tetanus unit. There, Ablett said
his problem was proven to be
"a remarkable case of hysteria" brought on by a fight with
his wife.

By DON FREEMAN
Copley News Service

HOLLYWOOD

-

Sometimes, Jack Warden
mused, his early life seems to
read like the dust jacket
biography of a best-selling

TIRED
OF THE

MUMBO
JUMBO
ON YOUR

Taxes are complicated
Why brew up a storm'?
Tactt yaw return to H R
BI
Ihery're developed
the mask formula. Fast
service sikatonteed accurate by trained tax preparers. You'll agree — it's
lust what the "doctor"
ordered.
GUARANTEE

We guarantee accurate preparation of every tax return
If we make any errors that cost you any penalty or
interest we will pay the penalty or interest.

ErLoopeFri0.

AMERICA LARGEST TAX SERVICE WITH OVER 5000 OFFICES

National Hotel Bldg., Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-4204
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
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author.
He has touched most of the
bases, absorbed any number of
varied experiences and they
all, it seems to Jack, have
contributed to his special
essence as an actor. -"Fought under the name of
Johnny Costello when I was
still in my tans," Warden said.
"Had thirteen welterweight
fights. Did all right. When I was
20, I enlisted in the Navy and
spent three years in China on
the Yangtze River patrol. I've
been a cieckhand on an East
River tug in New York, a
bouncer in a dance hall, a
lifeguard, a paratrooper with
the 101st Airborne in England
in World War II.
"Broke my leg in a practice
jump and that was that. But a
fellow GI, a guy who had been
in show business, told me that
acting is fun and I believed him
and that's where it started."
Now Jack Warden roosts
comfortably among that,small
group of actors who have won
the respect of their fellow
players and whose presence —
on a stage, in a movie, on a TV
screen — sparks an immediate
response of recognition from
the audience. There is, about
Jack Warden, an aura of
reliability. He never fails an,
audience and he never fails
himself.
We had met for lunch and
Warden was talking about
television and the various
shows that he has graced over
the years.
' There was his role of Coach
Whip in the old "Mister
. Peepers" series, for one. And
he starred in such series as
"The Asphalt Jungle" and
"NYPD" and "The Wackiest
Ship in the Army."
"I think,- said Jack, "that
I've had it for a while with the
series thing.
"The shows I did were all
pretty good. Enjoyed them all.
But you get a bit gun-shy.
•NYPD'ran for two years and I
think it could have run even
more. Actually, even after
doing these series, I think most
people know me best for a
couple of old movies, 'Twelve
Angry Men' and 'Bachelor
Party.'"

Warden said: "Right now
I've reached the ooint where I
stay away from bad scripts —
unless I really need the
money."
Speaking of money brought

JACKETS

%%Ash .e.sr •••5

it-GE NIN

Jack Warden never
fails self or audience

fl DAYS LEFT!

Wolff .10.1
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to rnuxt a choice he had made
in 1946, soon after his discharge
from the Army. "My grandfather, Eddie Costello, had
been an iron worker in Newark,
where I come from. They were
paying $160 a week, which
looked like a mountain of
money to me in '46. My grandfather had been an iron worker
and that opened lily .way into
the union if I wanted it.
"But I knew that if I took it,
with that kind of steady money
coining in and all that security,
that I'd never become an actor.
So I turned it down. As it
developed, that $160 a week
was more money than I made
for the next five years in the
acting business."
So far, Warden has acted in
six Broadway plays, most
notably as the replacement for
Donald Pleasance in "The Man
in the Glass Booth." Clive
Barnes, The New York Times
critic, issued perhaps the
highest of compliments when
he said of Warden's performance: "He was so good I
didn't realize he was acting."
This naturalness of performance is no easy pursuit.
"The idea is to make the whole
thing look easy," Warden said.
"The challenge is in playing
against what you know is your
strength. At first, I didn't know
this about acting but I did know
it about myself. It means that
you've got to explore the
character you're playing and
take chances.

ATEN D
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Lightweight, Yet Does
Heavy Duty Work

Last year there was considerable trouble on the
University of Ohio campus at.
Athens. This year students and
Athens police are sitting down
together trying to figure out
what happened, why it happened and how to prevent its
recurrence.
This is a new "workshop"
approach to campus serenity,
one which other college administrators and off-campus
police
departments
are
watching closely, in the hope it
will serve as a new guidepost
for keeping the peace in the
student community.
The Athens police come out
and sit on the lawn. withOhio
University students if the
weather's right. Otherwise
they meet inside around a fire
and talk out theic real or fancied problems.
Each side, instead of trying
-to outwit the other, is trying to
find out how the other reacts
during moments of campus
stress, when names are being
called, bottles are flying and
police guns are at the ready.
'How do you feel when the
students call you 'pig?'" one
student asked an Athens police
sergeant.
"I don't care what you call
me, just so you call me for
dinner," replied the sergeant,
grinhing. This brought down
the house and after that there
was no more tension at the
huddle.
Student leaders from other
campuses, eager to try the
same experiment, have come
to sit in on the informal "raps"
at Ohio U., where most of the
18,000 students are trying to
learn something.
The quick and favorable
reaction of campus leaders to
this kind of "rapping" between
police and students has been
encouraging to college adininistrators who have feared a
new outbreak of antiwar
violenCe and confrontation in
the wake of the new Allied
;incursions into Laos.
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Throttle control on handle.
Perfect balanced blades makes
grass cutting almost a pleasure.

Were there any non-Brando
roles that Warden would like to
attempt! ''Sure," he said,
nodding. "I'd like to do King
Lear, Cyrano, Willy Loman in
'Death of a Salesman.' And I'd
like to do 'Born Yesterday' with
Goldie Hawn."
"Born Yesterday" with Jack
Warden and Goldie Hawn?
Sounds reasonable. In fact, it's
a corking good idea.

Dads, if you have aleen-ager
who uses his old car to drive
around collecting traffic
tickets. take heart. A Dartford,
England,father of a 16-year-old
has solved the problem.
Dad, a 55-year-old quarry
worker, drove his son's car out
to the quarry, warmed up a 20ton bulldozer and in three
minutes reduced the jalopy to a
flattened hunk of scrap metal.
Then he pushed it into a pit.
"It was the hest thing I could.
ever have done," Dad told a
Juvenile Court judge who fined
the son $38.40 for six traffic
offenses, including driving
under age. The name of our
hero must remain anonymous
because of Juvenile Court
rules. But you get the idea,
Dear Old Dad.
The happy anticlimax is that
Junior had paid only $9 60 for
the jalopy

BILE I
nihed, el
eltditioning

• Baked Enamel
Finish

"Actors like Olivier and
Albert Finney and Paul
Schofield and Marlon Brando,
they take chances. I've never
seen Brando hide, ever. He
explores his inner self. He
takes the chance of not looking
good, of failing. What he also
does, Brando, is wrap up a role
so that nobody else can ever do
justice to it. I saw Brando in
'Streetcar Namedr Desire' and
that was it. Who else could try
to play Stanley Kowalski after
that"

The name of the game for
cleaning up dirty, cluttered
environment seems to be
"recycling." Whatever you can
use over isn't around to bother
anybody.
Take the Gillette Co.
Research Institute. It has
signed a $50,000 contract with
the
new
Environmental
Protection Agency to conduct
studies on the recycling or
reuse of paper, cardboard and
other cellulose wastes.
The nicest part about this
contra& is that the people who
make razor blades and other
such products are contributing
$49,000 of the project's expense,
thereby letting the taxpayers
off the hook.
"This is the first time a
private firm has signed such a
contract to contribute to the
solid waste management
problem and taken on most of
the expense itself," says
Richard D. Vaughn, acting
commissioner of EPA's solid
wa tes office.
'tlt's a giant step toward
gre
industry-government
cooperation in this fight to
clean up the environment."
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Students, police
talking it over
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
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2" diameter. 50 ft.
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controls. Fold
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22 to 24 inches wide.
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FOR SALE
ATEN DOWN carpet paths go
en Blue Lustre arrives. Rent
ric shampooer $1. Western
o, "Home of Tim Wishing
11."
A7C

NOTICE
Since 1925
if it's musical
.it's at
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Now in thf Dixieland
Shoppin4 Center
Phone-753-7575

EOSOTED POLF-S, for pole
construction, utility poles
boat docks. Murray Lumber 1969 12x47 Mobile home. Call 7531950 between .3:91 Ind 11:90
t
, Maple Street, Murray,
between 7:00 and
(mornings)
.
ITC
.
10:00i nightsi
A6C
AN CARPETS the save and
way with Blue Lustre. Rent
ric shampooer $1. Big
AlOC

THE PLACE to buy those good
Norge and Gibson appliances, no
big sale, just low prices every
day. Rowland Refrigeration
Sales and Service, 110 South 12th
BILE HOME, 10X50, fur- Street.
May6C
n hed, electric heat, aircirditioning. Phone 753-9911. A7P
3 HERDS OF Chinchilla from
certified stock, $400.00. Also Toy
LLY CUSTOMIZED 1970
Poodles, Chinese Pugs, Irish
umph. Sharp!!! Phone 753- Setters,i birds. 12 aquariums,
1 after 4:00p.m.
AlOP compleie with fish, (cheap).
Apri122C
Phone 753-1862.
S EREO
PHONOGRAPH,
lnut base, plexiglass cover, 1965 FORD 3,4 ton pickup, 10/
2
1
• speakers, $75.00. Solid state foot, Vista-Liner camper, lots of
converter for car radio, extras. Phone 753-8136.
A8P
A9P
.00. Phone 753-4806.
STUDIO COUCH, armless, good
D FRIGIDAIRE washer and condition. Mrs. J. I. Hosick,
'l-, good condition. One large phone 753-2578.
A5C
, and one maple deacon
ABC REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
• ch. Phone 753-6200.

eve

it
SES!

I

WANTED: WAITRESS full time UNFURNISHED 2-BEDROOM
at Jerry's Restaurant. Apply in dwelling, located 209 N. 5th
A9C Street. Call 753-3447.
A5C
person, South 12th Street.

BEHIND EVERY
SUCCESS STORY
IS A MAN
WHO GRABBED
AN OPPORTU NITY!!

2-BEDROOM FURNISHED
apartment. Modern, lair conditioned. Washer and dryers
available. Zimmerman Apartments. So. 16th St. 753-6609. A5C
2-BEDROOM UNFURNISHED
duplex apartment, 603 So. 11th,
carpet, all electric heat and air.
ABC
Call 753-9135 or 753-4478.

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph, 436-5332

And here's that opportunItyl WI
Snack Shop vending machines.

BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee
C.C. to rescue
Apartment, unfurnished, two
CARD OF THANKS
LONG BEACH, Calif. ((IPI)
bedroom, living room, kitchen,
The Cciast Guard says its
sutility and bath. Carpeted. Air- We the family of Dora H,
conditioned.
Dishwasher, Cherry wish to thank all our auxiliary in the 11(h Coast
refrigerator, stove, garbage friend,s and neighbors for the Guard District saved 26,lives
Ull Snack Shops A% proven business opportunity, with a proven line
disposal. Across from Westview food, flowers and words, of during 1970.
In addition the auxiliary
of nationally famous brands of conNursing Home on South 16th comfort offered to us during our
fections that sell themselves. If
veNsets
took part in 1,027
753-4974.
Phone
.Street.
time
A64
of bereavement.
you can invest as little as $600 to
No words can express our search and rescue patrols and
$1500 and 10 hours a week in your
performed courtesy inspecown car to begin, you can build
for these acts of kindness.
tions of 17,500 posher and
TWO BEDROOM apartment, thanks
a business. Your income is corn•
God
and
May
each
bless
mensurate with your desire to sucsailing boats. The district infurnished, $65.00 per month.
everyone of you is our prayer. cludes Southern California,
ceed through hard work and con•
489-2595.
Phone
ABC
scientious service.
H. L. Cherry, Children and Southern Nevada, Arizona and
1TP -Southern lrtah.
Grandchildren.
You need no experience, you make
APARTMENT;
EU/1111411ED
no personal sales calls. We will
electric*aut, private entrance.
train you, counsel you, and secure
SERVICES OFFERED
your locations. You service them,
Near collebigyhone 753and earn the profits yourself.
TFNC
6564.

A proven winner in the growing $5
billion a year market. One of the
few markets left where the independent operator cities the lion's
share of the business.

If you're interested in improving
your income and your life style,
fill out the coupon below.

10x50 NICE MOBILE hope, 2
bedrooms, 1 mile from Murray on
highway 121 east. Kynois Me.
Clure, 753-4770 or 753-6044. MC

THREE ACRES with good
PRICE MOBILE
modern two-bedroom house, two
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS
miles from city limits on Ky.
HOME CENTER
diosion of Ull
1275 Profit DrAte (Whoa-Twin 75247
1550, "Wiswell Road." Hargood
in wore information
intenisted
ern
I
lanes from 'UST
ROOM furnished
THREE
well, good garden, outbuildings,
Munn making money in the wooing
business i haw a car and 6 8 hours
electric heat, garage,
apartment,
fenced pasture and shade trees
,Low as s195° Bowit
spore time
private entrance. Couple or
!ith.!,. 641 S. Phone 753-3640 galore. Has The per cent VA 0 I can ,nwst $600 in •a routs
routs
reliable students. Gene Landoll,
(transferrable) loan covering
0 1 can .hvest $1500 in
;Murray, Ky. Neat to
ABC
753-8175.
three-fourths the price.
leHolida!, Inn
Name
ALSO A three bedroom brick at
NOTICE
Address
Ask about
520 Whitnell.
State_Zip
purchase plait, up to 10 yr. A MAGNIFICENT home at 1209 City
Phone I)
Road
Doran
NOTICE
nance.
Dept. 4582
A "MONEY Making", 30 space
Regardless of the
Mobile Home Court
reason people drink
SERVICES 'OFFERED
PtC-2 ROW corn planter in A-1 For these and "Multiple Listed"
alcoholic beverages,
ndition and Model 66 AC properties, and to list to sell, call RAII.ROAD WELDING and
the only feaSon a
mbine. J. C. Russell. C. 0. Bondurant Realty; 753-9954 wrought iron shop. East Maple
person becomes an
...4 mi-firie 405C or 743-3460.
2149.„
A6NC Street, ,across from Murray_
ALCOHOLIC IS by
Lumber Co., owned by Dan
drinking ALCOHOLIC
P ROTER dlr., like new, FOUR ROOM house and 100'x210' Hutson, operated by Bandi.
beverages.
tilled one time. Call 753-3468 ASP foot lot. Two rooms can be Phone 753-1933.
APRIL7(
VOTE NO-VOTE DRY
finished upstairs. 64,000.00. State
April 21
14)YS SPRING sport coats with Street, Hazel, Kentucky.
A6P
AUTOMOTIVE air-conditioning
Murray-Calloway
Ics to match, sizes 18 and 20,
collipressors. Rebuilt, $40 each.
County Dry League
, 1961 4-door Oldsmobile,
Ford, Chrysler, R. C. Evans,
GM.
9100. 753-5917.
For Sale
A5C
political advertisemenr
paid
May IP
Route 3, Murray.
Beautiful 3 bedroom brick
home. One block from
W 2-BEDROOM trailer on two University with over $300.00
FOR ALL your home alterations
WANTED TO RENT
located on black top road /
2 rental monthly income.
1
repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
le from Ky. Lake, 13 miler Central heat and air, carpet
old. Free estimates. Call 753WANTS TO rent, modern 2
f m Murray. Has lights, water, throughout, large den, living
6123.
May 6C bedroom house in country with
a d 500 gallon gas tank. and dining room. 1½ tile
garden 4 or Smiles out of Murrii
P'gssession immediately. Phone bath. Large utility and
WILL DO bookkeeping. 30 years 753-5240,
A8C
4-6529 before 2:00 p.m.
A8C carport. Phone 753-1661
experience. Pick up and delivery.
WANTED TO BUY
ABC
Phone 753-2744.
THREE BEDROOM brick with
PIANO
C:
SPINET-CONSOLE
,1
family room. Fully
WANT TO BUY: used dresser or
anted responsible party to spacious
A5C
equipped kitchen, carpeted FURNITURE REFINISHING. vanity. Phone 753-8520.
e over spinet piano. Easy
throughout, 2 ceramic baths. All work guaranteed. Free
. t ms. Can be seen locally. Write
Central heat and air, attached pickup and delivery. Free USED TRAILERS, also used airit Manager. P. 0. Box 276,
and patio. Excellent estimate. Antique or natural consitioners or what have you.
garage
lbyville, Indiana 46176. ABP
location, near the new city high finish. Jerry McCoy,753See Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
May 5C Court after 4:00 p.m.
A7C
school. Phone 753-7507.
A5C 3045.
REGISTERED miniature
e, male, 101 months old. FOUR ROOM block house with INCOME TAX preperation, WANT TO BUY; logs and
icot in color. House broken. bath and utility room, electric reasonable rates. No over head. standing timber. Also have for
A5C heat, storm doors and windows, Farm and small business, $10.00. sale lumber and sauduct.
ne 753-7132.
two lots, front and back porch, For further information phone Murray Saw Mill and I.umber Co.
1TC Phone 753-4147.
ITC
located New Concord. Call 753- 437-4662.
4522.
A5C
WARDS-14 HP
AUTOS FOR SALE
LOST fr FOUND
VARIBLE SPEED
,NOTICE
1969 FURY III with power
BOAT AND Mobile Home In! steering, factory air, reasonably LOST: PART CHIHUAHUA and
Ky. part Dachshund female dog.
surance Low rates, broad priced. Phone calyert City.
AlOC Answers to name of Taffy, brown
395-4662.
;
ser
claim
excellent
coverage,
Your Choice of
and -white. If found please call
vice. Check with us before you
TFNC
42" or 4a"
• •
1967 DODGE Coronet 500, 318, 753-9269.
buy.
Galloway Insurante & Real" bucket seats,4 in floor, automatic
power Steering and brakes.
Estate Agency
LOST: COLLIE, three years old,
Murray, Ky. Ph. 753-5842 May3C Phone 753-8717 before 1:00
sable and white. Answers
male,
753-1966
510 Main
A6C
pro
to name of Joe. Wearing MemF.I.F.CTROLUX SALES & Serphis tags. Phone 753-9281,
vice: Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M.
A1OP
1963 FORD, two door hardtop rfward.
Far382-2468,
,phone
i
alITAR, EXCELLENT con- Sanders
ABC
Phone 753-7507.
A-C.
with
AprillA
dtion. Fender classical. Phone mington, Kentucky.
ASP
LOST: LADIE'S red billfold at
793-8388.
COMING SOON to Murray,
Singer Sewing Center, has checkaluminum
campers,
Brandon
book in it. May keep mone), but
AKC covers and campers built to fit
BEAUTIFUL
please return billfold. PhOne 753rigistered Toy Pekingese pup- your pick up. 753-6583 or 437ABC
5525.
A8P
AKC
white
one
4252.
Also
pies.
1970 PONTIAC G.T.O., white with
rligistered Toy male Poodle
blue interior. Power steering and
pippy.Phone 753-4469 after 7:00
brakes. Four speed transmission,
A5C
Ptn.
bucket seats. Extra clean. Phone
ABC
753-7637 after 4:00 p.m.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Ornt
C REGISTERED Chinese
:
FOR SALE OR TRAZt
Harreii,
Dec'd
Attie
• female, 1-year old, has had
Ben Harrell, Alywr; Kentucky,
TUAILER PARK for sale or
shots, also dog house. Call 753trade, 1 mile from Ky. Lake. Call Administrator.A5C
after 4:30p.m.
ABC
All ei.sians having claims
436-2334.
St said estates are notified
1968 PONTIAC Catalina. P,war to present them to the AdtIGIDAIRE STOVE and
'
matched set, two
brakes and steering. Lighrblue. ministrator or Executors verified
101 Maple St,- --3$3-91142
rs old. Table and four-Chairs.
lovi mileage. Phone 753-4140. ABC according to law, same to be
A5C
o ne 753-2771
presented to said Administrator
•
FOR SALE OR RENT
or Executors in due course of
HUNTINGDON
TERMITE
Calla our
local I Ilt,i.E BEDROOM brick house, law.
*KC PEKINGESE puppies, . Control.
lister special: two decker rabbit representative, day or night, for two baths. 222 South 11th Street. This 1 day of April, 1971
Marvin Harris. Clerk
hitch: two odd dreters. Call 753. free estipiate. Mrs. Keys Keel, Possession April 1 Phone 753Ainley, D. C. I TP
Judith
A5C 753-4672.
By
467 after 4:30 p.m.
ABC 2987.
TFC
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Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites *ork 24 hours
a day the year round . . . Winter and Summer.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and

Pest Control
100 S. 13th Street
or Nite
Phone 753-3914
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
p- Licensed by State of Kentucky
Member Chamber of Commerce

Day

Simian
Coin
Dude
Incandescence
Appellation of
Athena
13 Reverence
14 Man's nickname
15 Lamprey
17 Delineates
19 Vessel
21 High
mountain
23 Make lace
24 Trade
26 In music, high
23 Part in play
31 Hard -shelled
fruit
33 Rrrer island
35 Bearn
36 Parent
(collat.)
38 Snickers
41 Pronoun
42 Priest's
vestment
44 Negative
45 Conjunction
47 Country of Asia
49 Number
51 Pronoun
54 Recent
56 Decay
58 Goddess of
healing
59 Whipped
62 Pedal digit
64 Artificial
language
65 Sea eagle
66 Withered
68 Part of riolon
70 afternoon party
71 Care for
72 Spread for
drying

1
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12

4 Kind of lily
5 Spanish article
6 Openwork
fabric
7 Fruit cake
Agent
9 Be in debt
10 Foottlhe pen
11 Openings
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deny
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say Leonard Kimball
Special Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.-In Spring,
it has been said, "a young man's
fancy turns to love," but boaters
of all ages are far more likely to
begin thinking about more
practical matters.
And, heading the List of those
topics which seem to concern
that way, judging from the
number of telephone both the
Kentucky State Police and Public
Safety Commissioner William 0.
Newman.
"4. .
By and large, they want to
snow what constitutes an
adequate marine toilet disposal
systme and whether we intend tc

in force those stand. irli7
Newman said.
The answer to both questions is
the same as it was a year-ago, he
said. Only the authority under
which acceptable disposal
systems are defined and enforcement carried out has
changed.
Chapter 45 of Kentucky's
Revised Statutes KRS), which

was enacted by the 1970 General
Assembly and became law on
Jan. 1 of this year, sets out.
almost word-for-word, the same
standards previously enforced
under, WP-5, a regulation issued
by the Kentucky Water Pollution
Control Commission in 1969.
With the exception of those
marine toilets which have beer
rendered inoperable in an ap-

proved manner,all marine toilet:
systems must be equipped witt
disposal devices falling into one
of three general categories.
They are:

owners must sign an affidavit a
the tune of boat registration tha
their marine toilet systems mee
requirements outlined uncle)
KRS 235.

4-- Holding tanks constructer
so as to permit waste dispose
only by pumping. Gravity floe
systems are not acceptable.
Incinerators capable of reducim
raw sewage to an inert ash.
Effluent discharge systems,.
providing for the discharge
treated waste into the water are
approved by the Watter Pollutior
Control Commission on a in
dividual basis.
According to Newman all boa

•'Anyone refusing to sign, or
not having an approved system,
will not be allowed to register his
boat' Newman said.
Boat owners interested
in
obtaining a complete listing of
approved disposal systems are
being instructed to contact the
Kentucky Water Pollution
Control Commission at the State
Department of Health, Frankfort, Kentucky 420601,

LOOK HOW BABIES ARE STAYING ALIVE—The
death rate for babies (up to 1 year old) was the
lowest in hittOryo, in..1970, says the Health, Education and Welfare Department in citing these
mortality figures for each 1,000 live births.

Sol
In
Call,
United

1915-19: 95.7

1950: 29.2

1960: 26

1969: 20.7

1970: 191

BRIEFING FOR VIPS' MRS.
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif.
(UPI)—First Lady Pat Nixon,
wives of cabinet and government officers and top women in
government will be briefed
Wednesday on domestic affairs.
The unprecedented meeting
will be conducted in the cabinet
room of the White House by
John
D. Ehrlictunan, the
President's assistant for domestic affairs.
Early in his administration,
Nixon said he wanted the wives
to be involved and to attend
cabinet meetings at times. Two
cabinet wives, Martha Mitchell
and Mrs. George Romney, keep
up on national affairs and
speak out on them.
WINNER BY A GULP
MONTEREY, Calif. UPI)—A
British sailor has recaptured
the milk drinking record for his
country by beating an American Coast Guardsman in chugs-lugging a quart of milk.
Frank Fowler, of Portsmouth,
England, downed his quart
rhursday in 6 seconds flat,
beating previous reedcf-ti011iei
L1eorge Busby, who swallowed
!ast but took 6.1 seconds.
Fowler, an.,engineman on the
visiting British frigate Puma,
said after winning he's really
no milk drinker and prefers
warm ale when thirsty.

Here's a price smasher in 70% Avisco
Acetate, 30% Nylon Seafarer, long ,pointed
collar tunic top with print tie,' back lip,
with flare leg pants. Navy ; turquoise,
lilac. Sizes 8-18.

Reg. 3.97

NE11

reeeeli
promo
preset
Men

Compare at 10.99
LADIES
JUNIORS-PETITE

* Uppers of manmade mirror-bright
crinkle patent.
• Slingback with self vamp strap
and gpt trim.
• Fashiony slashed heel.
• Sizes to 10. In black, white.

DRESSES
Lead the Easter Parade in a fashion smart
white dress. Choose from seven different
styles. All 100% Cotton with the latest
collar styles and looks for the Easter and
summer season. Sizes 3-15.

TEENS AND LADIES
ONE STRAP
CRINKLE PUMP
Real savings. Shereen English
Nylon. One size fits all. Six
new spring colors. All first
quality.

Compare at 10.99

YOUR
CHOICE

Reg.
3.79

surplus fc
to sign ul
can't eat
goes on.'
pride is
care of h

• Sleek, manmade crinkle patent
uppers.
• Large one strap uppers wtth
round gilt buckle.
• Hidden gore for sure fit.
• Sizes to 10, in black or white.

YOUR CHOICE
NOH ft,

KrIS" EASY-CARE DRESS OXFORD

atolod341 CAMERA
Sav.e Over 10.00

AilLITTLE BUNNY TOLD US

DRESS SHIRT

Ured to
his does
3oard
resideni

COMPARE
AT 2.99

Nylon Polyester • and- 100%, 'Nylon dress shirts wiTfi- longt,
pointed collars in solids and
stripes
of fashir colors. \
Sizes 1416-17.

r

Westinghouse
FLASH CUBES

Have You Newl
!Neighbors Moving
Into The
I Community?

COMMUNITY
GREETING
-, SERVICE
'wants to welcome them
I but we need to know
who they are Call us at
I Community Greeting
I Service_ . . 753-2744

I

9—Y

-

Monday-Saturday
12:30-6:00 Sunday

Nu Bit
enith of

13

todsom
he "sha

COMPARE
AT 1.69

laponlea

MEN & BIG' BOYS
ORNAMENT SLIPON

YOUR CHOICE

3 cubes, 12 flashes per pkg

"Cmil

Choose from mock, 3 button placket or hi
crew neck collar in 100% Cotton. New
spring shades. S-M-L-XL.

KODAK
Instamatic Film

BLACK AND WHITE

3eems
wants to
slobody
ndian.

Mens -Short Sleeve Knit Shirt

Electric eye
Automatic flash settings
Full focusing
Uses flashcubes
Qrop-In cartridge film

CX126-12
Color Film

I,
iv
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Mens Short Sleeve

with FREE
case
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• FAMED Fisherman's Wharf
in San Francisco gets a
kind of red carpet treatment — Goodyear's PileGard — to counteract marine borers. The sheeting
creates a "stagnant envelope" that reduces oxygen
''.'and suffocates the borers.
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TO 3.99

24 and 26 Inch
EASTER BASKETS
388 TO 544
2-lb. bag Jelly Bird
". Eggs, 1 -lb. bag Foil
Wrapped Solid ChocoEaster baskets filled
late Eggs, 16-Ounce
with goodies and toys.
Frankford's
Fruit
One is sure to 'plea.,e
Egg,
Nut
and
any youngstErr.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

• Moc vamp with brass trim.
'Several styles of
• Cushioned innersole and
colorful
bunnies
comfort crepe so)e.!
from
which
to 'Sizes: Mens 6/
1
2--12-,' Big Boys
choose.
31/2-6.

USE YOUR.
Ph'. 753-8777

BANI,AuFRICARD

MIN S STRAP TRIM LEATHER SOOT
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